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The FINEMotor program is the unique simulation tool for 
prediction of SPL & T/S parameters including Xmax and wire 
diameter. FINEMotor is also the unique simulation tool for 
designing the magnet system, voice coil and spider for woofers, 
domes, telephone-receivers, headphones etc.

Precise and Fast
When SEAS was designing a new product line and used 
FINEMotor for the first time, the result was right on target and 
saved them a lot of time. After this first attempt SEAS now works 
with FINEMotor for all new motor systems.

Material database
With the latest version of FINEMotor you can add your own 
magnets and wires to the database, which already has a lot of 
standard Chinese materials to choose from.

Special Features:
•	Accurate	prediction	of	SPL,	T/S	parameters	and	winding	data

•	Round	and	edge	wound	copper,	aluminium	and	CCAW	wires.

•	Fs	is	calculated	from	Cone	Fo	and	spider	deflection/	Resonance/
flexibility.

•	Ferrite,	neodymium	and	user	specified	magnetic	material

•	Automatic	magnetic	compensation	of	air	gap	for	larger	wires	
or multi-layer VC´s

•	Twin	voice	coil	2+2	layers	in	parallel

•	Shielded/unshielded	 –	only	one	button	
click

•	Saturation	shown	in	top	plate,	pole	and	
back plate

•	Qms	 is	 estimated	 by	 including	 VC	
former losses for Alu or Kapton

•	Selection	 between	 steel	 or	 non-steel	
frame

•	Updated	 internal	 flux	 models:	 T-Pole,	
extended Pole

•	Up/down	 offset	 of	 Voice	 coil	 now	
standard

Magnet System & Voice Coil Design Program

FINEMotor™

FINEMotor Main Screen

Neodym U-cup system with 
min dimensions, to avoid 
saturatiom
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Magnet System & Voice Coil Design Program

New designs:
•	You	can	design	an	8	inch	long	throw	subwoofer	with	shielding	
and	for	instance	a	Qts=0.33,	plus	calculate	the	spider	deflection	
+	stiffness	to	get	Fs=28Hz.	The	program	gives	you	all	winding	
data for the 3.35 ohm Voice Coil.

•	Design	a	given	size	motor	and	get	maximum	BL,	even	when	
using a steel frame.

•	With	FINEMotor	you	can	check	 the	symmetry	of	 the	woofer	
magnet	gap	flux	and	move	the	Voice	Coil	up/down	to	find	the	
best	position.	Calculate	BL(x)	at	for	example	2	and	5mm	above	
and below the air gap.

•	Design	an	optimum	one	 layer	Copper	Clad	Aluminum	Voice	
Coil for a compression driver

Modifications of existing designs:
•	You	want	to	try	a	long	4	layer	Voice	Coil,	but	don’t	know	how	
to	predict	 the	BL	and	Qts	because	 the	air	gap	 is	changed?	
Just input the 4 layers and the clearance you want between 
Voice Coil and top plate. FINEMotor will give you a choice of 
solutions with increasing Xmax. Just pick the one you want 
and all winding data + motor dimensions are calculated for 
you.

•	Add	shielding	cup	+	rear	magnet	to	a	woofer	without	changing	
the TS parameters.

•	Optimize	 the	 sensitivity	 of	 a	 neodymium	 dome	 tweeter	 by	
using	the	best	neodymium	disk	size.

Problem solving:
•	Our	current	woofer	is	very	good,	but	has	too	low	impedance	

for our amplifier. Here you can modify the Voice Coil and motor, 
and still keep the TS parameters.

FINEMotor™ Examples

The voice coil, indicated 
by the yellow lines, is 
offset +1.87mm (down). 
All T/S parameters are 
recalculated instantly.
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The FINECone program gives you freedom to use your time and 
creativity to design better loudspeakers. Within seconds you can 
calculate	the	Frequency	Response	for	a	new	driver	or	analyse	
your problems with an existing driver. FINECone can drastically 
reduce time-to-market for new products.

Save Engineering Time
High accuracy calculations in FINECone only take 5-30 seconds.  

Save Tooling & Costs
FINECone predicts the performance so well that you only need 
to build one prototype instead of trial-and-error experiments.

Better Products
Use	the	Material	Database	to	find	the	best	driver	components	
and	optimize	the	cone	thickness	or	stiffness	that	fits	your	exact	
demands.

Problem free production
Optimising	the	development	process	streamlines	the	
production	so	you	don’t	have	to	spend	your	time	firefighting.

New Features
•	DXF	error	tracking

•	Export	of	response	curves	with	phase

•	Automatic	air	load	calculation

•	Frequency	response	over	plot

•	Library	of	DXF	and	FINECone	models

•	 Import	of	TS	parameters	from		 	
 FINEMotor

•	 Undo	in	10	levels

•	 Improved	whizzer	cone	calculation

•	 Chinese	interface

FINECone™
Acoustic Finite Element Dome/Cone Simulation Program 

1 inch Aluminium Dome with 
problem at 15 kHz. Simu-
lated response

FINECone 3D animation 
shows mode at 15 kHz

1 inch Aluminium dome 
with solved problem at 15 
kHz,  by adding glue joint. 
Simulated response

FINECone 1 inch Alu Dome Break-up mode @ 26451 Hz
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Acoustic Finite Element Dome/Cone Simulation Program 

New Designs: 
In the design process for a completely new woofer the cone and 
surround is a big challenge, because the response is not known 
and no dimensions exists. 

With FINECone this situation is elegantly handled and the user 
can quickly simulate many different cone shapes, and play with 
thicknesses etc. plus surround roll dimensions as well as dust 
caps, glue joints and even voice coil former materials.

The design of dome tweeters is even more demanding, but 
not with FINECone. Here you can simulate the thinnest dome 
diaphragm	 up	 above	 50	 kHz	 and	 optimize	 the	 dome	 and	
surround shape, as well as a very thin glue joint.

Modification of existing designs:
If you are not satisfied with a standard product you can simulate 
it in FINECone and find out what can be improved. It is very easy 
for example to change the cone material to Kevlar, Titanium or 
even	more	exotic	materials	like	Beryllium.

Problem Solving
Maybe you have designed a nice looking woofer with an inverted 
dust cap, but unfortunately with bad response already around 
1300	Hz.	By	exporting	the	response	to	FINE	X-over	we	find	that	
the x-over cannot remedy this problem. However the FINECone 
simulation shows that the surround is the problem. The simulated 
solution is found easily and corrects the problem fully.

Another example is a Chinese made Silk Dome Tweeter which 
has	a	response	problem	at	7	kHz.	The	simulation	revealed	that	
the dome edge and surround was breaking-up at this frequency.

A possible solution was an additional glue joint to stiffen the 
edge. However that adds mass giving a lower SPL. A better 
solution was found by changing the bad geometry to avoid the 
problem without loss of efficiency.

FINECone Simulated and 
Measured 6” Woofer 

FINECone mode @ 1308Hz

Simulation of Improved 
woofer

FINECone™ Examples 

Simulation of Improved 
Dome
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Our	customers	are	extremely	 impressed	with	Fine	X-over	3.1.	
It	 is	 amazingly	 fast	 to	 use	 and	 has	 a	 clean	 uncluttered	 user	
interface.	But	best	of	all:	it	will	cut	down	your	development	time	
with many hours per day.

You	 can	 see	 the	 response	 change	 immediately	 by	 rolling	 the	
mouse-wheel through standard E24 components.

Or	let	the	intelligent	optimizer	find	the	best	flat	response	while	
keeping the minimum impedance and calculating the real power 
in all components.

Features:
•	Intelligent	optimizer	for	response	and	minimum	impedance

•	Response	will	 change	 immediately	when	 rolling	 the	mouse-
wheel through standard E24/E12… components 

•	Automatic	power	calculation	of	each	component

•	Preview	of	LMS,	MLSSA,	CALSOD,	SOUNDCHECK…..driver	
response and impedance files

•	Asymmetric	LP	and	HP	filter	slopes	in	Band-pass

•	Additional	components	for	baffle	compensation	etc.

•	Cascaded	sections	i.e.	2.	
woofer can be tapped from 
1. woofer

•	Time/distance	
compensation

•	Variable	target	with	slopes

•	Both	ON-	and	OFF-
axis responses can be 
optimized	at	the	same	time

•	Chinese	user-interface

FINE X-over™
X-over Simulation Program

You can see the response change immediately by rolling the 
mouse-wheel through standard E24 components.
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New Designs: 
Simulate a completely new x-over using the real measured 
responses	 from	 prototypes.	 Or	 simulate	 the	 x-over	 with	
simulated	responses	from	FINECone	even	BEFORE	building	the	
first prototype!

Use	FINE	X-over	to	simulate	1st/2nd	or	up	to	4th	order	x-over	
with or without compensation networks. The program will 
automatically indicate which components are redundant, and 
thereby save component costs.

The	Network	Power	feature	is	used	to	calculate	the	(IEC)	power	
in all drivers and components in order to avoid overload in the 
finished x-over.

The	intelligent	optimizer	will	optimize	BOTH	frequency	response	
AND minimum impedance to avoid too low impedance at any 
frequency, for protecting your amplifier.

Modification of existing designs:
What if the production woofers or tweeters show a different 
average	 frequency	 curve?	 Import	 the	 actual	 driver	 response	
average	 from	 FINELab	 (Auto-saved	 in	 Statistics),	 and	 check	
the deviation from the original response in FINE X-over. Now 
you	can	optimize	the	x-over	to	give	the	same	response	with	the	
production drivers.

You	may	find	out	that	the	component	values	in	your	x-over	are	
not	 available	 in	 time	 for	 production?	 Just	 input	 the	 available	
values	 and	 re-optimize	 frequency	 response	 and	 minimum	
impedance once again. 

Problem Solving
Having	problems	 in	 the	 field	with	burned	 tweeters?	Redesign	
the x-over in minutes to lower the power in the tweeter without 
sacrificing the good response you had before.

Customers complain that your loudspeaker system is causing 
problems	with	certain	amplifiers?	Redesign	your	x-over	by	using	
the	button	“New	based	on	this”	and	optimize	the	system	with	
increased	(minimum)	impedance.

FINE X-over Examples

FINE X-over driver input

SPL + Imp optimization

Tweeter power calculation
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FINEBox. Lower display showing spliced response (Blue)

FINEBox	 is	 the	 ideal	program	for	optimizing	your	 loudspeaker	
system	at	high	power.	Use	the	mouse	wheel	to	tune	the	Volume	
or	Port	(FB)	in	a	bass	Reflex	or	Band	pass	system.

You	 can	 even	 simulate	 the	 Voice	 Coil	 temperature	 and	
Compression	at	high	power	in	Closed	Box,	ABR,	Bass	Reflex,	
Band	pass	and	InterPort	systems.

Import measured and simulated FSIM and TXT responses from 
most other systems including FINELab.

Splice	imported	responses	with	FINEBox	curves	and	match	SPL	
if needed.

Features
•	Closed	Box,	ABR,	Bass	Reflex,	Band	Pass,	InterPort	systems	

are calculated

•	3D	Display	with	“Glass”	layer	Time	Response	selection

•	All	Non-Linear	T/S	pars	including	thermal	data	can	be	imported	
from FINEMotor

•	Power	compression	is	calculated	at	any	power	level	and	time

•	View	Cone	Displacement,	Reflex	and	InterPort	speeds	at	any	
power level

•	Advanced	 Thermal	 model	
predicts heating of voice coil 
and motor

•	Export	simulated	and	spliced	
responses

•	FINEBox	 is	 unique	 because	
you can input any TS 
parameters and directly 
get the bass response of a 
bass	 reflex	 system,	 ABR	 or	
Bandpass	etc.

•	Peter	 Madsen	 from	 KEF	
Audio	UK	says:

 “You can change the TS 
parameters in FINEBox until 
you get the bass response 
you want! Then build a 
new woofer with these TS 
parameters and you have the 
perfect loudspeaker.”

FINEBox™
Non-Linear High Power Enclosure Simulation Program

The “Time Curtain”.

The “Digital Clock”.

The “Thermal Model”.
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FINE QC™
Production Test System 

The	FINE	QC	test	equipment	is	developed	as	a	natural	addition	
to	 the	 simulation	 programs	 from	 LOUDSOFT:	 FINEMotor,	
FINECone,	FINEBox	and	FINE	X-over.	The	FINE	QC	system	will	
share data with the other FINEPrograms and works with the 
intuitive	LOUDSOFT	user	interface.

The	FINE	QC	production	test	system	is	developed	to	be	powerful	
and	efficient.	You	can	use	the	test	system	for	even	the	smallest	
tweeters.

Features:
•	Very	fast	test	execution	with	CHIRP

•	USB	Interface

•	Robust	and	reliable

•	Extremely	easy-to-use

•	Different	response	limits	(adaptive)

•	Rub	and	Buzz	test

•	SPL,	Impedance,	T/S	and	Polarity	measured	at	the	same	time

•	Automatic	daily	average

•	Automatically	finding	“Golden”	average	driver

•	Available	Danish	electret	microphone

•	Files	to	FINECone	and	FINE	X-over

Measuring box with USB and Built-in 25W amplifier + 48V Phantom

Danish microphone
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FINE QC
Time Domain and Tolerances

FINE QC Tolerance Limits–Relative from Reference and 
with Dragging +Templates

All	Acoustic	testing	can	be	performed	with	FINE	QC.	Receivers	
for mobile phones, headphones, Loudspeaker Systems, 
Woofers and Tweeters etc. can be tested in seconds with very 
high accuracy.

You	may	select	a	standard	template	with	tolerances	relative	to	
your measured reference, and/or modify the limits by mouse 
dragging, for example to allow more space for the natural 
variation of a steep slope in the frequency response.

The engineer can specify an average sensitivity over a defined 
frequency band and Floating Frequency Limits can be controlled 
by the Sensitivity +/- limits.

Mobile Receiver and  
Headphone Testing

FFT Time Window with 
Autodelay

Woofer QC Testing
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FINE QC “Golden Average Driver”

FINE QC ”Golden Average Driver” Auto Finder in Pre-production. This feature 
can also be used to match Drivers or Speaker systems.

When starting a new production, the most important is to find 
the unit which is closest to the average of the good units, so it 
can be used as reference.

A pilot run consisting of 17 woofers for a 2-way system, were 
sorted using the automatic Preproduction Feature, see the 
Figure	above.	The	highlighted	driver	response	(yellow)	is	Serial	
No.8 in the table and is the best match to the average i.e. the 
Golden	Average	Unit.	

Note that driver No. 7 was deselected in the table because that 
response was considered non-typical and should not disturb the 
average.

Should it be necessary to find a similar reference driver later, that 
can	be	found	by	selecting	“Best	Match	to	Reference”.

The preproduction feature can also be used for "Pair Matching" 
of loudspeaker systems or drivers, or sorting of units with 
different response variations.

End of Line QC-Testing with 
FINE QC and LOUDSOFT 
microphone

All measurements can be 
exported from FINE QC. 
Here are two woofer 
responses imported into 
FINE-Xover

TS-Parameters are mea-
sured with curve-fitting using 
the same level (current) as 
SPL measurements
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FINE QC tests and statistics 

FINE QC tests
You	can	use	your	own	microphone	with	 the	FINE	QC	system,	
or	 buy	 the	 inexpensive	 LOUDSOFT	 electret	microphone.	 This	
very high quality microphone is produced in Denmark and is 
calibrated	for	the	FINE	QC	system.

FINE QC statistics
The	 statistics	 collected	 by	 the	 FINE	 QC	 system	 is	 designed	
in such a way that you automatically will get the average and 
deviation statistics you need, no more – no less.

FINE QC tolerances
The	QC	system	is	optimized	for	production	testing.	It	is	extremely	
fast and simple for the operator. If the tested loudspeaker is 
outside the tolerances, you can see it with just a quick glance. 

Testing

Statistics

Tolerances
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This new detection method is based on the latest Danish research 
on hearing mechanisms, using a completely new algorithm 
to find the annoying sounds, which cannot be detected with 
conventional methods like THD, high harmonics or IM distortion. 

The signal is measured in the Time Domain, and a special 
algorithm is applied to find the fast low level impulses, which 
are normally masked by noise. Finally the result is filtered and 
transferred	by	FFT	to	the	frequency	domain,	whereby	the	Rub	&	
Buzz	phenomena	can	be	correlated	with	the	actual	frequencies.

The	new	FINEBuzz	method	is	extremely	sensitive	and	can	detect	
even a small sugar crystal ticking on a loudspeaker cone.

FINEBuzz Features:
•	Complete	100%	End-of-Line	Testing	for	all	loudspeaker	drivers	

and cabinets

•	Very	fast	in	production,	<1-2.5s

•	Integrated	in	FINE	QC™	

•	Will	find	all	rubbing	Voice	Coils	

•	Detects	 loose	particles	and	even	a	small	buzzing	 tinsel	 in	a	
tweeter

•	Detects	subtle	cabinet	resonances	and	air	leaks

•	Uses	the	standard	FINE	QC™		hardware	with	built-in	amplifier

FINEBuzz

FINEBuzz Detection of Rubbing Voice Coil in a Woofer

The new Rub & Buzz Method in FINE QC 

FINEBuzz Detection of 1 tiny 
Sugar Crystal

”Anechoic” Testing of Speaker 
Systems in normal room with 
FINE QC. SPL with Limits, 
Sensitivity, Impedance, Polarity 
and Rub & Buzz is tested in one 
measurement in seconds.
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Features:
•	Anechoic	FFT	measurements	in	rooms	with	Acoustic	Auto-delay

•	SPL/Frequency	and	Impedance	responses	with	phase	

•	Multiple	Display	of	16	or	more	responses	with	up/down	scroll

•	Drag	 and	 Drop	 files	 from	 VACS,	 MLSSA,	 LMS	 and	 other	
programs

•	THD	+	2	–	9th	harmonics

•	Cumulative	Decay	Spectrum	“Waterfall”

•	Room	measurements:	1/12	-	1/6	-	1/3	-	1/2	-	1/1	octave	Smoothing	

•	Extended	Low	Frequency	measurements

•	Export	of	all	measurements	with	phase	in	*.lab	and	*.txt	format	
(VACS	/	Klippel)

•	Curve	library	of	up	to	50	curves/responses/TS	parameters	etc

•	Thiele	Small	parameters:	Fixed	Mass/Delta	Mass/Added	Box

•	Full	System	calibration	incl.	Microphone

•	For	Professional	USB	soundcards	with	Loudsoft/ASIO	drivers

FINE         ™
Acoustic Measurement System

R+D))
R+D))
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Peter Larsen as an engineer
Peter Larsen has been working in the loudspeaker 
industry since 1974. He started his career with 
SEAS, was Chief Engineer for Vifa 1979-1987 and 
for	Dynaudio	 1987-1990.	Until	 1993	 he	worked	
with	 JBL	 in	 USA.	 From	 1993	 Peter	 Larsen	 has	
worked as an independent consultant for leading 
loudspeaker factories all over the world: Audax 
in	France,	KEF	Audio	 in	UK,	Goldmax	 in	China,	
Vifa-Speak in Denmark, Peerless Fabrikkerne of 
India,	and	NXT	in	UK.
Peter	 has	 specialized	 in	 in-depth	 analysis	 of	
loudspeakers and manufacturing techniques, 
research concerning new components and 
materials, advanced Acoustic Finite Element 
modeling, new measuring methods, novel 
speaker design concepts and development of 
several	customized	products	(private	label).

Peter Larsen as a musician
For more than 35 years Peter has been singing in choirs. At 
the same time he is a good piano player and he also plays the 
trombone.	Lately	he	has	started	to	arrange	music	for	the	Quintet	
he is playing with and he has performed on quite a few CD´s 
during his time as a musician.
Peter has a very good ear for music and sound. That means 
that he also has a good ear for loudspeakers 
– which he has proved over the years.

Peter Larsen as an inventor
During the last 30 years Peter has designed 
many	 new	 drivers	 for	 Dynaudio,	 JBL,	 KEF		
and other producers, but the most impressive 
invention	was	the	Ring	Radiator:	One	Friday	
afternoon he was working with a dome 
tweeter, but it had problems. As he was tired 
and  frustrated, he took a big needle and 
stuck it through the dome.  The dome was 
still able to play and the frequency response 
was	flat	as	a	ruler	up	to	the	limit	of	the	B&K	
system.	The	Ring	Radiator	was	born.

History

LOUDSOFT – for better speaker designs

Visit 
www.loudsoft.com 

for more information 
and download free 

demos of the  
programs

http://www.loudsoft.com


Agern Alle 3 – 2970 Horsholm – Denmark
Phone +45 4582 6291 – Fax +45 4582 7242
E-mail: dl@loudsoft.com
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FINECone™ FEM Simulation Steps 
Finite Element Modelling 

 

 
 
 

 
• Import DXF Geometry 

 
• Apply Material parameters to segments (from 

Material Database) 
 
• Input Electrical Parameters 

 
• Perform FEM Calculation 

 
• Display Frequency and Imp. Responses 

 
• Animate Break-up Modes in 3D 
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FINECone™ Applications 
 

• Curvilinear Cone Analysis 
• Variable Cone Thickness 
• Bent Cone Edge  
• Cone Reinforcement Ribs 
• Complex Curve Cones 
• Sandwich Cones  
• Inverted Cones 
• Virtual Cone Material Analysis 
• Exotic Materials: Carbon, Boron, Beryllium etc. 
• Large Dust Cap Analysis 
• Inverted Dust Cap 
• Whizzer Cones 
• Glue Joint Modelling 
• Up- and down Roll Surrounds with Compliance 
• Variable thickness Surrounds 
• S-shape and M-shape Surrounds 
• Asymmetric / Variable Surround Geometries 
• Dome Tweeter Simulations above 50 kHz 
• Inverted Dome Simulations 
• Domes having smaller than dome Voice Coils  
• W-Cones 
• Mini Speakers and Headphones 
• Micro Receivers for Mobile Phones 
• Infra- and Ultrasound Simulations 1-100 kHz 
• Spider Compliance Calculations 
• Voice coil- and Former Mass and Stiffness 
• Impedance Calculation with reflections 
• Dispersion Analysis 
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FINECone™ Reference Manual 
 
This reference will give you an introduction to the basic steps in loudspeaker 
Finite Element Modelling (FEM) using FINECone. 
 
FINECone is designed to provide functions for all major tasks in the simulation 
of a loudspeaker driver:  
 

1. Define geometry by DXF file import 
2. Define material properties of speaker components 
3. Define electrical parameters / Import from FINEMotor  
4. Define lumped parameters / Import from FINEMotor 
5. Define acoustical parameters  
6. Define frequency range(s)  
7. Do calculation in actual frequency range. Automatic. 
8. Show calculated results (post-processing) 

 
All normal FEA procedures like meshing, number of elements and Constraints 
etc. are done Automatically by the Program. 

FINECone Wizard 
By selecting the Wizard you will be guided through the Finite Element 
Modelling (FEM) process. 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 1 

Note: You can save any file as a template file by selecting FINECone 
Templates (*.WTE) when saving. 
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Advanced Users 
Select the Project Information Window and start from top left: 
 
 

 

 
Figure 2 

Geometrical Properties (for DXF Input) 
The model must be axi-symmetric, and only the right half is used. This implies 
that the coordinate of the leftmost point is on the symmetry axis where X=0. 
Usually this is the midpoint of the dust cap. 
 
The geometry is defined by importing a DXF-file from a standard CAD system 
and is made using simple lines and arcs ONLY. 
 
Only AutoCAD 12 (DXF)-format is supported, since this is Industry Standard. 
(If you have difficulty creating files in this format another possibility is to use 
the Freeware: IntelliCAD 2000 available on www.cadopia.com . This program 
can create AutoCAD compatible DXF-files (as well as AutoCAD DWG-files)). 
 
Remember that the cone thickness is NOT set in the DXF file, but later in 
Material Properties. Likewise for the other components. 
 
The next figure 3 shows a typical speaker on the left and how the DXF file 
would look like to the right. IMPORTANT: Remember to split the cone in two 
or more segments where the dust cap is attached. This also applies where the 
spider is attached to the former and similar situations. 
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Figure3.  AutoCAD drawing -------Left: Actual geometry - Right: DXF line + arc geometry 

DXF HELP   
 
Though FINECone has a comprehensive DXF error tracking it is necessary to 
follow the rules below: 
 

1. Use AutoCAD v12 DXF-format (ASCII). 
 

2. DXF MUST be high accuracy: Better than 8 decimal places, best 16  
 

3. ONLY normal LINES and ARCS are allowed. No poly-lines etc. 
 

4. ALL intersections must meet in ONE point. 
 

5. Use Snap in AutoCAD to ensure that lines and arcs are ECACTLY 
connected in one point without overlap. (ENDpoint or INTersection) 

 
6. Lines and Arcs to be broken at meeting points (=Intersections) 

 
7. Place each component: Cone, Surround, Dust-cap, VC former, VC and 

spider to be in their own layer. The easiest way is to start with the 6_5 
Woofer Large Dust Cap.dxf example file and then modify this drawing. 
In that way the layers are already created. 

 
8. No DIMENSIONS, thickness or text allowed in DXF drawings. 

 
 
There is no limit to the number of sections. For example the spider above 
consists of 34 lines and arcs. 
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Figure 4 

DXF import 
 
FINECone will automatically check the imported DXF file and find “normal” 
errors. The status in Fig. 4 above reads: Analysis is possible, but results may 
be questionable. In other words FINECone will perform the FEM calculations, 
but the errors found will probably make the result useless. 
  
In Fig. 4 the dust cap is marked by two red circles to indicate that it is not 
properly connected to the cone/diaphragm. The most common error is that the 
diaphragm is not broken into segments where the dust cap is attached. The 
spider is also marked by red circles, because the voice coil former is not split 
into two lines where the spider is attached.  
 
If you use the default names for the layers the DXF drawing will be imported 
directly. 
 
Otherwise select the left component button (here the diaphragm button is 
depressed and the diaphragm geometry is highlighted-red) and find the layer 
containing the actual component by selecting it from the drop-down box 
(press once or twice to see the drop-down box!). The component will be 
highlighted in the Preview window. 
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Tools/Program Options 
 
In Tools/Program Options you can find and change the default DXF layer 
names and set the default file and template locations. Using these layer 
names in your DXF drawing makes import into FINECone much faster. 

 

 
Figure 5 

 

DXF Import keeping Mechanical properties 
In practical cases you need to make several FINECone analyses. FINECone 
keeps the mechanical properties despite changes in the geometry. However if 
the number of segments is changed you have to input the needed mechanical 
properties, but only for the layer(s) with changes, others are kept unchanged. 
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Material Properties 
 

 
Figure 6 

 
These properties are the mechanical parameters for the materials of the 
acoustic elements in the loudspeaker driver. 
 
First the wall thickness (h) of the element must be specified (Note: you can 
have different thickness for all segments, making it possible to simulate for 
example a glue joint or a tapering cone).  
 
Following the 4 main parameters: 
 

1. E-modulus or Young’s Modulus is the stiffness of the material in MPa 
or N/m2 

2. Mass Density (rho) is in kg/m3 and specifies how dense/compressed 
the material is. In comparison the value for water is 1000 kg/m3. 

3. Poisson’s ratio (nu) is a measure of the compressibility of a material. 
Use the default value 0.33 if not known. 

4. Damping (delta) is a factor specifying the internal damping (loss) of a 
material. Max damping is normally 1.00 
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Material Database 
The Material Data is a database containing many standard materials. You 
may start your model using a known material and try to guess an unknown 
material, see below.  
 

 
Figure 7 

You can edit the material data or add NEW materials. Just type a new name 
in the Description field and input the new material parameters. Press “Add” to 
add this new material to the database. 

How to calculate material data for a NEW cone 
(Experimental Determination of Unknown Material Properties) 
 
Here is described a method to approximate the mechanical properties of an 
unknown cone material. Other components may be done likewise. 
 

 
Figure 8 - 1st guess. Peak too low in freq (green is measured response) 
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Figur 9 - 2nd guess. Peak now at the right freq. 

 

 
Figure 10 - Last approximation. Damping finally adjusted 

• Start with the exact geometry. Use the middle of the component for the 
DXF file. If the wall thickness is changing, divide the component into as 
many partial segments as needed.  

• Input approximate Electrical parameters. 
• Input actual thickness in Material Parameters. Now adjust the density 

until the mass is close. 
• Make a first guess of the E-modulus or Young’s Modulus by using a 

comparable material, see fig. 8. It is a good idea to model the driver 
without (excluding) dust cap first. 

• Calculate the frequency response using many frequencies (>30). Use 
very low damping <0.01 in order to see the break-up. (The electrical 
parameters may be specified first). 

• Adjust Young’s Modulus (E modulus) to approximate a known 
(measured) response or known break-up modes. Look for 
characteristic peaks or dips in the response, see fig. 9. 

• Finally adjust damping to match the measured response as well as 
possible, see fig 10. 

• Secondly the surround should be approximated. The stiffness or 
Young’s Modulus (E modulus) can be found by seeking the known Fs. 
You may exclude the other stiffness i.e. the spider.  

• The dust cap may be done at last. A dust cap attached on the cone 
may complicate the modelling of the cone, because of the stiffening 
effect. Be sure to have the cone modelled well first. 

• Each component may be excluded from the calculations to help in 
determining the remaining component properties 
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NOTE: You can exclude SPL from other components in the model by using 
the Buttons:.   
 

  Here the cone is excluded. 
 

Electrical Properties 
 

 
Figure 11 

 
1. Re (ohms). Note this can be set to Zmin (minimum impedance over Fs) 

to better simulate the actual impedance and thereby the actual SPL 
level. The red speaker symbol , indicates import from FINEMotor. 

2. The standard model has two inductors. Le1 (mH) is a serial inductor. 
3. Le2 (mH) is the second serial inductor, which is paralleled by a resistor 

(Rp). 
4. Rp (ohms) is the parallel resistor over Le2. 
5. Bl is the force factor of the driver motor. 
6. The advanced setting is for importing a measured impedance curve.  

 
Note: It is important to match the actual impedance curve reasonably in order 
to get a good matching frequency response. 

 

Lumped Parameters (T/S Parameters) 
Press the  button to Import T/S parameters from FINEMotor.  

 
The Lumped mode corresponds to “Display simple model without break-up” in 
figure 2, because all components are modelled as simple and ideal masses 
and compliances (Infinite stiffness), which is normally only used to simulate a 
quick response without break-up. The general tab can be used to check the 
T/S parameters. Note that these may not be correct when a real FEM 
simulation is performed. 
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Figure 12 

 indicates import from FINEMotor. The cone area Sd and air mass (air load) 
is automatically calculated when importing from FINEMotor. 
 

 

 
Figure 13 

Above is shown the tab for surround as an example. Note the mass may be 
calculated from the Finite Element (FEM) calculation earlier specified. The 
mass factor is only used in Lumped mode and specifies how much of the 
surround is contributing to the actual moving mass. The Compliance (m/N) 
can be input from FINEMotor , or calculated from the FE calculation. The 
resistance (Nm/s) is the mechanical damping of the component and may be 
calculated from FE.  
 
NOTE. The lumped parameters may be used to help in determining the 
Material properties. Each element can be excluded from the calculations. This 
is very useful when for instance the cone/surround Fo is known. 
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Frequency Range 
 

 
Figure 14 

The default range is from 20 to 20000 Hz. The calculated frequency points are 
determined by the number of frequencies. These are by default evenly 
(logarithmically) spaced over the selected frequency band. Use a low number 
(10) of frequencies to reduce calculation time until the mechanical parameters 
are satisfactory. Then you may use 100 or more points to obtain a detailed 
response. Alternatively you may select the Option “Fast Solution of Differential 
Equations” in Tools/Options/Calculation. The accuracy is still quite good 
except for the highest frequencies. 
 
The frequency range can be extended to starting at a few Hz and extending 
much beyond 20 kHz for ultra-sonic simulations. 
 
The advanced frequency settings, allows you to select all kinds of linear and 
logarithmic ranges.  
 
 

 
Figure 15 
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Figure 16 

Calculated Output    

 
 
The frequency response calculation is automatic and can be calculated in a 
point, usually 1m (default) from the driver, which is considered to be in an 
infinite baffle. A number of off-axis responses may be calculated within the 
maximum angle. See “Acoustical” in Fig. 2. 

Post-Processing 
 

 
Figure 17 

 
Press the Sound Pressure button (found in standard menu or from Post-
processing) to get the frequency response Fig. 18 and the Impedance button 
to get the impedance response Fig. 19. 
 
You can also see the 2D Geometry and Displacement (with animation of 
break-up modes), Directivity as well as 3D Geometry and Displacement (with 
animation of break-up modes). See pages 15-17. 
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Curve Import and Export 
From the right-click menu you can import and remove a measured impedance 
curve or frequency response, as a Loudsoft binary file (*.fsim) or a comma 
separated text file (*.txt) in Bode Plot format (Hz, Magnitude dB, deg) as done 
by MLSSA or LMS etc.  
 
You can also export the impedance or frequency response as a Loudsoft 
binary file (*.fsim). This response can be imported in other Loudsoft programs. 
 
The upper curve (pink) was imported from a measurement of the actual driver. 
 
 

 
Figure 18. Calculated frequency responses 0/30/60 deg (black/blue/red) + imported 
(pink) 

 
NOTE. You can edit the plots by right-clicking on the graphics. 

 

Copy to Clipboard 
From the right click menu select “Copy to Clipboard” and the graphic content 
from any graphic window is copied to the clipboard. Use this feature to insert 
graphics from FINECone in any windows document, like Word or email. 
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Figure 19. Calculated impedance (black). Electrical imp. (blue) and mechanical (green) 
+ imported (pink) 

 
Figure 20. Use a low number of frequencies and a high number of angles to get smooth 
dispersion curves. 
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Figure 21 

 

 
Figure 22 
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3D Animation 

 
Figure 23 

Note: The Driver can be rotated in all directions by “Dragging” with the left 
mouse button any point on the figure! 

 

 
Figure 24 

The 3D animation menu is shown above. The left column is the frequency, 
which is being animated. Select from the drop-down box or step up/down with 
the arrows.  
 
The next column has the amplitude set to 7mm. Below that you can select the 
actual amplitude. But this is only visible at very low frequencies, being only 
fractions of a mm above Fs. Even Actual*10 is difficult. The last setting: 
Actual*12dB/oct increases the amplitude by 12dB/oct above Fs. This will 
compensate the real amplitude, which drops by 12dB/oct above Fs. 
 
We therefore recommend to set the amplitude to a fixed setting like 5-10mm 
for woofers and maybe 1mm for tweeters. 
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Figure 25 

The next column is the visible animation speed, and the last column is the 
number of steps in each cycle. If you wish to make a “Snapshot” of the 
animation at maximum excursion, you can step through the animation cycle 
by clicking the right button. Right-click and select copy to clipboard. 
 
 

 
 
With these buttons you can: 
 

1. Change how many sections are displayed (i.e. size of “cut”). 
2. Show Wire Frame or Solid components. 
3. Adjust Zoom, pan and viewing distance. 
4. Set Image Smoothing. 
5. Set Background Colour.  

 

Plot Properties 
All graphics can be edited by right-clicking in the graphics window: 
 
 

 
Figure 26 
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Figure 27. Plot layout 

 
Use “Plot Line styles” to change line colours and X axis settings to change the 
frequency scale. Use “Plot Title & Axis Labels” to insert your own title. 
 
You can even change the Y-axis freely allowing you to change dB/division 
(Example 50-100 dB will be 5 dB/division.)  
 
 

Buttons 

 
Figure 28 

In this menu you can control all the components. Each component can be 
included or excluded from the model and/or they can be hidden in the 2D or 
3D displays. In addition you can change the 3D colours of the components. If 
a component is excluded, the model must be recalculated. 
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Further the SPL from the acoustic elements can be included or excluded from 
the total acoustic output. This feature is extremely useful because you can 
isolate the output from each component, which is not possible with a real 
driver. 
 

UNDO 
 

 
 
With these two buttons you can undo a design change up to 10 times, and 
even redo some again. 
 

FINECone File Formats 
 

 
Figure 29. FINECone 2.x File format 

 
 

Whizzer Cone Modelling 
 

 
Figure 30. Whizzer cone added to simulation 
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Figure 31 

 
The whizzer cone can be modelled and simulated just like other components. 
Note that it should have it’s own layer: Whizzer. This way the mechanical 
behaviour and SPL is calculated correctly. 
 
 

Ring radiator 
 

 
Figure 32 
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The ring radiator and other devices which have a fixed centre can be 
modelled and simulated as follows: 
 
The centre part must be drawn in the dome layer. Then you can select the 
option “Calculate as Clamped” from the drop-down box. 
 
 

 
Figure 33 

 
 
                     
 
                      

 
  
 
Figure 34 

  
 
 

 
See the FINECone CD or www.loudsoft.com (Downloads) for these and other 
example files. 
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FINECone example1: 6.5 inch Woofer 
 
We will verify a FINECone model compared to a real driver to see the accuracy. The FINECone 
model can then be used to simulate new materials, cone shapes and many other things. 
 
The actual driver is a 6.5-inch woofer in a plastic frame with a 90mm ceramic magnet and 33mm 
voice coil. It has a curved aluminium cone with a rubber surround and a large plastic dust cap. 

 
Figure 1. The main geometry of the acoustical components 

 
Thiele/Small parameters: 
Fs  47  Hz 
Re  5,50   ohms 
Qms  4.93 
Qes  0.49 
Qts  0.44 
Le1  0.22  mH 
Le2  0.47  mH 
Rp  4.91  ohms 
Vas  23.93  ltrs 
Mms  12.64  g 
Cms  907  m/N 
Bl  5.65 Tm 

 
 

 
Figure 2. The (0/30deg) response is measured using MLSSA. The on-axis curve is 

imported in FINECone  
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FINECone FEM (Finite Element Modelling) 
 
The following is a short description showing how the 6.5 inch woofer was modelled in FINECone.  
 
 
These are the steps in FINECone FEM: 
 

• Define Geometry by importing DXF file 
• Define Material Properties of speaker components using material database 

• Define Electrical Parameters and import  FINEMotor data if available 
 
 

 
Figure 3. FINECone Main Window 

 
Since all meshing, number of elements, DOF (Degrees of Freedom) and Constraints etc. are done 
automatically by the Program, we will just make a sketch of the geometry in AutoCAD and import 
the DXF file into FINECONE. 
 
The model must be axi-symmetric, and only the right half is used. This implies that the coordinate 
of the leftmost point is on the symmetry axis where X=0. Usually this is the midpoint of the dust 
cap. The DXF-drawing is shown in Fig. 4 
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DXF-Import 
 
The imported DXF geometry is shown here (Diaphragm (Cone) layer chosen): 
 
 

 
Figure 4. DXF Import and Automatic Error Checking 

 
We have used the default names for the layers, and the entire drawing will be imported directly! 
 
Note. You can change the default layer names in Tools/Program Options/DXF Layers 
 
 
The Status window reports: Analysis is possible. This means that the DXF error checking has 
analyzed the DXF file and found no errors. See also the FINECone Reference Manual, which gives 
many more details. 
 
FINECone will now start the calculation using default parameters. These must be changed to give 
meaningful results in this case. 
 
Therefore we select FEM Material Properties   
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Figure 5. Material Properties Input 

 
 
The diaphragm / cone is made in 3 segments. Basically this cone is designed with a large radius 
(arc) which is connected to a line (see previous fig). The large arc, however, was divided into two 
arcs both connected to the dust cap. 
 
The cone material is chosen as Aluminium [sheet]. The * indicates that the material from the 
database is changed by increasing the damping from 0.05 to 0.1, in order to model the actual 
speaker material correctly.  
 
The surround material is obtained from the Material Database, selected by the button on the lower 
right (Fig. 5): 
 
Here is selected “Rubber “, which is a typical surround rubber material. 
 
Note: you can edit the materials or add new materials in the database at any time. 
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Figure 6. Material Editor 

 
 
Now the electrical parameters should be entered. Here the values from MLSSA SPO were used 
first. To help the user to match an existing impedance curve, a measured impedance curve can be 
imported by selecting “Advanced Settings”  
 

 

 
Figure 7. Electrical Input with FINEMotor inputs 

 
 
If you have a FINEMotor file (*.FM2) from the latest version, it can be imported directly into 
FINECone. The parameters in Fig. 7 marked with  are imported From FINEMotor (See also later 
and the FINECone Reference Manual). 
 
 
The resulting frequency response is shown in Fig. 8: 
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Figure 8. The agreement between the calculated FINECone response (black) versus the 

measured response (magenta), is remarkable at high frequencies (break-up region) 

 
 

 
Figure 9. The blue curve is calculated electrical impedance and green is mechanical 
impedance. The magenta curve is the imported impedance curve for comparison. 
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Post processing 
 

 
Figure 10. This is the 6.5” woofer break-up animated at 7162Hz, which is the 

frequency of the large peak. Note the heavy break-up in the outer part of the cone. 

 

 
Figure 11. 3D Animation Menu 

The 3D animation menu is shown above. The left column is the frequency, which is being 
animated. Select from the drop-down box or step up/down with the arrows.  
 
The next column has the amplitude set to 7mm. Under that you can select the actual amplitude. 
But this is only visible at very low frequencies, being only fractions of a mm above Fs. Even 
Actual*10 is difficult. The last setting: Actual*12dB/oct increases the amplitude by 12dB/oct above 
Fs. This will compensate the real amplitude, which decreases by 12dB/oct above Fs. 
 

 
Figure 12. Include/exclude components 

 
In this menu you can control the visibility for all components, and the SPL from the acoustic 
elements can be included or excluded from the total acoustic output. This feature is extremely 
useful because you can isolate the output from each component, which is not possible with a real 
driver. For example the response in the next figure has only the dust cap active. 
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Figure 13. Response of the large Dust Cap ONLY. The dust cap has a large peak around 

5kHz. By going back to the 3D animation this mode can be analysed in detail. 

 
 

 
Figure 14. Directivity at 10 frequencies 
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FINECone example2: 165mm Woofer with 1300Hz problem 
 
In the following example we have modelled a 165mm woofer which has a severe response 
problem around 1300Hz.  
 
The measured response is imported and shown as the pink response. Note that this analysis is 
only accurate up to ~10 kHz. The low end measured response is different from the FINECone 
simulation because the driver was measured in a small baffle, and the response above 10 kHz is 
not accurate because the FEM analysis was done in Fast Mode (calculation time less than 7 
seconds with a 1.5 GHz PC).                              
 

 

 
Figure 15. 165 Woofer with edge problem 

 
The FINECone simulated response in Fig. 15 fits well to the imported measured response. There is 
much break-up from 3-8 kHz, but we will concentrate about the peak and dip around 1300 Hz, 
because that is quite annoying and very difficult to handle in the x-over. 
 
The Project Geometry is shown in Fig 16. The red dots indicate intersections between segments. 
Note that we have split the surround into 5 segments. All 5 segments have the same thickness 
0.4mm, which can be seen in the FEM Material properties in Fig. 17. 
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Figure 16. Project Geometry for 165 Woofer with 5 segments in surround 

 

 
Figure 17. FEM Material properties for 165 surround 

 
In order to find out what is happening around 1300 Hz we have this time used 2D animation, 
which some times is better to show where the maximum movement of the components is. Fig. 18 
shows the cone edge and surround is moving excessively (brown curve). 
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Figure 18. 165 Woofer Cone displacement (brown), maximum at cone edge. 

 
There are many ways to correct this problem, for example by changing the cone profile to a large 
cone angle or change the geometry or thickness of the surround. Here we will change the 
thickness of the inner part of the surround. 
 
In Material Properties we select segments 1, 2 and 3 and change the thickness to 0.8mm. After 
Apply and OK the calculation is done automatically.  
 
The new simulation is shown in Fig. 19, and shows a much smoother response around 1300 Hz. 
The pink curve is showing the response before the change was applied. That response was 
exported as an FSIM file (see also Fig. 20). This file was then imported after the changed surround 
was calculated. 
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Figure 19. 165 Woofer with increased thickness of inner surround 

Fig. 20 shows a screen plot from FINE X-over 3, where we have used the exported responses from 
FINECone as input for the woofer section. The orange response is using the 165W before the 
simulated change. The final response (black) is much improved. (File: 2-way 165W Improved.fbx).  

 

 
Figure 20. FINE X-over 3 using 165W exported from FINECone. Orange curve is with 

the bad woofer 
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FINECone example3: Woofer with whizzer cone (Dual Cone) 
 

 
Figure 21. 6inch woofer with whizzer cone (Dual Cone) 

 
The whizzer cone (Dual Cone) is quite easy to simulate in FINECone. Now the whizzer cone 
calculation accuracy is greatly improved. In addition the acoustical output from the whizzer cone 
can be excluded from the SPL, which is shown as the pink curve in Fig. 22. 
 

 
Figure 22. 6 inch Woofer with added Whizzer Cone. Pink curve is without whizzer cone 
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FINECone example4: 38mm Headphone transducer 
 
 

 
Figure 23. 38mm Headphone transducer simulated in FINECone: Break-up @ 3165 Hz 

 
The 38mm headphone was first modelled in FINECone with only the main acoustical parts: 
Diaphragm inside (dome) and diaphragm outside (surround) and voice coil. The diaphragm is 25u 
PEI which is used for both dome and surround since the diaphragm is made in one piece. 
 
The resulting response is here shown as the pink curve in Fig. 24. There is serious break-up from 
approximately 3000 Hz and the first mode is shown as 3D animation in Fig. 23. This first break-up 
mode is showing up in the middle of the outer diaphragm (surround) where it is almost flat. 
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Figure 24. A 38mm Headphone simulated frequency response with air load (rear holes) 

 
The actual transducer has a number of holes behind the outer diaphragm/surround all covered 
with a cloth acting mainly as damping material. The net effect of this may be calculated as an 
effective air load mass using the well-known Helmholtz formula. We can incorporate this air load 
mass in the FINECone simulation by adding it as “Air load” in Lumped Parameters. The main curve 
in Fig. 24 is showing the resulting response, which is some 7 dB lower in SPL due to the extra load 
mass.  
 
We also note that the effective Fs is reduced from approximately 180 Hz down to 100 Hz with the 
air load mass. 
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B .  Custom Magnet Material tables 
 
 
The user can edit and create custom Magnet Material table(s), having the 
extension *.FMM. These can be edited with a text editor like notepad. 
 
FINEMotor looks for files xxxxx.FMM in the same directory as the 
FINEMOTOR.EXE executable at start up (usually C:\Program 
Files/Loudsoft/FINEMotor20). See this example: 
  

FINEMotorMagnetMaterialFile 
Version=1.0 
** All lines starting with ** are seen as comments 
** The 2 first lines above are required and must NOT be erased or 
changed.  
Parameters 
**The next 3 lines must be the name and 2 magnet material 
parameters: 
Name=Y25 Ferrite 
Br=3750 
Hl=3409 
**Note: Br (G) is the Remanence in Gauss (1G=0.0001T) 
**Note: Hl (Oe) is the Coercivity in Oersted for B=0 (Extrapolated 
load line).  
**Note: Hl=Br/urec - urec is recoil permeability 
** 1[kA/m]=4*pi[Oe] 
EndParameters 
** Use these lines to add your own comments.  
** More lines starting with ** can be added 
** Then the list of magnet sizes should follow with no blanks or 
comment lines. 
Sizes : (OD; ID; Length;Name) 
72.0; 32.0; 15.0;  72 x  32 x 15  
84.0; 32.8; 15.0;  84 x  33 x 15  
EndSizes 
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Appendix 
 
 
A.   Custom Wire tables 
 
The user can edit a custom round wire table, called DEFROUND.FMW and a 
custom square (flat) wire table, called DEFSQUAR.FMW. These can be 
edited with a text editor like notepad. 
  
FINEMotor looks for the files DEFROUND.FMW and DEFSQUAR.FMW in the 
same directory as the FINEMOTOR.EXE executable at start up (usually 
C:\Program Files/Loudsoft/FINEMotor20) 
  
 

1. The content is text and the file must include a new line after the 
last line. 

2. The top 2 lines of each file explain what is in the file and they must 
not be deleted. 

3. You MUST use a . decimal point because the comma separates the 
values. 

4. The values can be in any order, they are sorted on read and as far 
as we know, duplicates are not a problem. 

5. The read values replace the code values, so if you only enter 10 
sizes the smaller 10 are the only ones changed, the other sizes are 
the same. 

6. The square wire table contains 4 dimensions IX,IY,OX,OY. It doesn't 
matter if you get the X's and Y's the other way round, but you 
MUST have OX > IX and OY > IY  

7. The round wire file needs only 2 dimensions ID and OD and you 
must have OD > ID. 

  
 
Note! FINEMotor files (Setups) are saved with the actual wire dimensions. If 
the wire specified in a setup is not in the wire sizes loaded, then you get a 
warning message that an approximate size has been used.  
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The FINEMotor Upstart Window 
 

 
 
The complete start menu is based on the default parameters and the 
menu contains the following part windows: 
 

• Top. The Dropdown-Line and a Toolbar 

• Upper left. The Main Graphic Window 

• Lower left.  The Table Window 

• Lower middle. The Flux Profile Window 

• Upper right. The Schematic Cross-Section 

• Lower right. The Input and Distance Parameters 

• Bottom. Hint Bar. (Dynamic explanatory text line) 
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The Current BL / Qt button  
 
The Current BL / Qt button (1) button is used if only the Qt-curve for 
the current simulation is wanted to be seen.  
 
 
 

 
An attached pre-defined flux profile from Gemini. 
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Function Panel 
 

 
 
Except from the standard windows icons the panel contains functions 
as following: 
 

• Attach Gemini Flux file (Also for FEMM files)   
 

• Attach Magneto Flux file   

• Detach flux file   
 

• The BL activating button   
 

• The Qt activating button   
 

• The Current BL / Qt button   
 
 
Attaching a pre-marked Flux file from the programs Gemini or 
Magneto, replaces the up to now estimated flux profile, and gives by 
the way the best conditions for a valid result. Another way to attach 
a flux file is to use the ordinary copy/paste-function. (Ctrl + C) and  
(Ctrl + V) 
 
Use the Attach Gemini flux file to attach a flux from the FEA 
program: FEMM. FEMM is freeware. 
http://femm.foster-miller.net/index.html 
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The Main Graphic Window 
 
The main graphic window shows the winding width variation of a voice 
coil, calculated on a set of predetermined electrical and physical 
parameters. The curve shows the result of (all) possible voice coils. 
By moving and placing the vertical selection-line the user may 
select only one specific coil with the requested parameters. (Move by 
normal clicking). 
 
Changing the winding width can also be managed by using the 
Keyboard Arrows and the Home key. The yellow lines in the flux 
profile window will change at the same time, indicating that the flux 
between the lines is used to calculate BL and other parameters.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The main graphic window is displaying SPL and Qt by default for the 
selected and current simulation. In addition, the BL curve can be 
shown.  
 
The graphic window has the SPL scale shown to the left. The curve 
can be scrolled 5 dB’s up or down by the blue arrows. 
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To the right the BL scale is shown, and this scale is fixed. The BL 
curve may be turned on by pressing the BL button at the function 

panel above the main graphic window. 
 
The horizontal scale shows the winding with measured in millimetres. 
This scale can be zoomed if necessary, by the two zoom buttons 
zoom x0.5 and x2.  
 
 
The Simulation Number Line is shown below: 
 

 
 
 
The Simulation Number Line indicates both the current curve and 
dictates which of the other curves are set active and shown.  
Above the numbers 1, 4, 6 and 7 are active, and number 4 is chosen 
as the current one.  
 
To make a simulation active and visible, use right click.  
 
To set the current simulation among the active measurements, use 
normal click. 
 
To hide a simulation, simply leave it inactive. 
 
For every new a new number is automatically active at the bar. This 
is the default button function. The changes can be marked from 
Options at the Windows dropdown line at top of the program. 
 
Each number represents a stored calculation and the curve will 
appear in the colour of the corresponding number.   
 
New simulations are automatic stored under the current number. 
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Colours 
 
From the colour-menu a restore function is accessible too. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Any of the default colours at curves and simulations-numbers may be 
changed from the Colour box. To change a colour the curve requires 
being current. 
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File 
 
This option from the Export V1 menu gives an opportunity to export 
to WinMotor1.9 
 
 
 
View 
 
View makes it possible to hide the Tool bar and the Hint bar, and 
to make a Reset View Now. 
 
 
 
Options 
 
Options give opportunities to select 3 different ways of storing 
simulations: 
 

• Don’t step, (at the Simulation Number Line) witch means a 
new simulation is going to take place, or maybe override an 
old simulation, at the same (current) number.  

 
• Step to next curve, (at the Simulation Number Line).  

 
• Step to next free curve, (at the Simulation Number Line). 

Default.  
 
 
 
Reset view on file load.  
 
Reset view on file load will force a reset when a file is loaded. 
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In this example BL is turned on, four different calculations are active, 
and the curves and the SPL scale are scrolled +5dB. 

 
 

 
 
 
Here number 4 is current and the (current) selection-line has been 
moved to a position towards left from the default start position. The 
last saved position is illustrated by a dotted line marked S.  When the 
next position is saved the S-line moves to the current position. 
 
To move the selection-Line it is possible to use a normal mouse click 
or holding down the left mouse button to drag to a new simulation. 
Alternatively use the arrows at the keyboard. 
 
 
 
Reset 
 
The Reset function is turning off all numbers of simulations except the 
current, and the current is set as number 1. 
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The Table Window 
 
The table window shows the calculated data separated in two parts. 
 
TS Parameters   (Thiele-Small Parameters) 
 
Calculated Windings   (Winding Data) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All values in the tables are calculated and non-editable. 
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Pole 
 
Pole OD shows the editable pole outer diameter. 
 
Note if the answer for a uncalculated value, “Recalc.” is coming up, it means 
that the actual window has to be closed by Apply Now, or Apply at the start 
menu has to be preset. 
 
 
Input and Distance Parameters 
 
 

 
 
The Input and Distance Parameters is the default. Changing to the 
standard values is easy by pressing the Std. button. The input voltage 
Vin(RMS) will be calculated from the nominal input power Pin(nom) or 
reverse. 
 
 
Toolbar 
 

 
 
Except from some ordinary Windows functions in File and Help, the 
Toolbar offers the following dropdowns.  
 

• File 

• View 

• Options 

• Colours 
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Compensated Top Plate ID 
 
In many cases a fixed Top Plate diameter is a problem because 
thicker wires and especially 4 large voice coils need larger air gaps.  
 
To keep a constant voice coil clearance and at the same time 
recalculate the magnet gap field, check the box Compensated Top 
Plate ID. 
 
 

 
 
 
Coil Clearance. Input the needed clearance here, to be used for the 
compensated Top Plate ID calculation. 
 
 
Min Top Plate OD (Outer Diameter) 
 
This value is the minimum recommended OD. 
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The Flux Profile Window 
 

This window displays, by the 
yellow lines, the voice coil 
position within the flux profile.  

N  
In this example the flux profile is 
attached (imported), and the 
voice coil is Offset by 2.13mm 
(down). 
 
Click in this window and drag the 
voice coil up/down. The changes 
in all T/S parameters are imme-
diately updated. 
 

1 and 2 Tesla marks the scale, and the average flux density in the gap 
(Bg) is calculated. Here Bg= 0.98 Tesla (T). 
 
The grey field between the yellow lines represents the width of the 
voice coil. The voice coil is automatically positioned in the middle 
position initially. Below is shown the internal flux model. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If required the flux window can be 
turned 90 degrees by un-checking 
Options, Flux profile horizontal, 
at the window dropdown-line. 
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The schematic cross section 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The sketch shows a principle cross section of the physical parts, and 
in additional to, buttons to the following calculation windows. 
 

• Acoustic Components 
• Voice Coil 
• Motor Parts  

 
The 3 calculation windows represent all typed-in data of the current 
calculation, and changes of information in these windows will change  
the curves in the graphic window immediately. To change the 
magnet configuration-solution switch between Outside magnet or 
Inside magnet. To apply activate the OK or the Apply button. 
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The Edit Magnet Dimensions gives in addition information about 
the chosen material-parameters Magnet material Br (remanence) in 
Gauss (1G=0.0001T), and Rec (Recoil) Magnet material Hl in 
Oersted. Hl (Oe) is the Coercivity in Oersted for B=0 (Extrapolated load line). 
 Note: Hl=Br/urec - urec is recoil permeability and 1[kA/m]=4*pi[Oe] 
 
See the Appendix B on how to add materials to the Magnet Type list. 
 
In the type-in windows Air gap, Top Plate and Pole the physical 
topography of the motor is defined. 
 
Notice the User estimated leakage is checked by default. It is only 
advisable to change the values of Air gap Leakage if very specific 
data is known, or to match data from an imported flux profile. 
 
The value of Reluctance is changeable, but the default value is a 
useful estimate in most cases. Change only if specific value is known. 
 
Input Top Plate thickness. 
 
Top Plate ID (Inner Diameter) is entered below. 
 
The minimum Bottom Plate thickness and diameter is automatically 
calculated from the already given parameters and dimensioned to 
avoid magnetic saturation. 
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Motor Parts 
 

 
 
The Magnet Parts Selection window offers the opportunity to select 
between varieties of common magnet sorts.  
 

 
 
To make a choice of a standard size magnet the Magnet Size 
dropdown list gives all common opportunities. If any variations of 
sizes are needed the Edit Magnet Dimensions gives opportunities 
to make changes of a standard, or create a new from scratch. In this 
case the magnet material will change to User Specified. 
Voice Coil 
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Acoustic Components 
 

 
 
 
The Acoustic Components Selection dialog box requires input data in 
the first 5 lines. But the Effective Area and the Effective Diameter 
are interactive data’s, and only one of them will calculate the other. 
 
Note the Effective Diameter is the diameter taken from half of the surround. 
 
If Fs is unknown, there are several different ways to calculate Fs by 
checking the Box [v] Use calculated Fs. 
 
The matrix for calculating user Fs involves the 7 lowest positions in the 
window. 
 
Either the Cone + Surround Resonance Fo can be input or the 
surround compliance. Only one is needed, because the other will be 
calculated automatically. 
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Only one of the Spider parameters, Resonance, Deflection, 
Compliance or Flexibility is necessary as input, because the other 

3 are calculated automatically. In addition the Spider Load mass 
has to be set. 

 
Choose one of the following: 
 

1) Spider Resonance (loaded, dyn) Fsp. Input the spider 
resonance as measured with the spider load mass. 

 
2) Spider Deflection (loaded, static). Input the deflection 

(displacement) in mm, when loaded with the spider load 
mass. 

 
3) Spider Compliance. Input the spider compliance in mm/N if 

known. 
 

4) Spider Flexibility (German Std). Input the flexibility 
(German: Federzahl (Fdz)) if known. 
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The window offers the opportunity to select between Wire Types as 
Round or Edge wound. 
 
The Wire Material drop down panel offers the following materials to 
select: Copper, Aluminium or Copper clad Aluminium.  
 
This Voice Coil Input window is used for selecting and type-in voice 
coil data for example the Voice Coil Resistance, with means the 
target electrical resistance excluding the input leads. The calculation is 
focused on the value of the resistance, and the type-in value is fixed 
until a new is typed. 
 
Note the Voice Coil Inside Diameter is the inside diameter of the voice coil 
former (bobbin). 
 
Another optional and fixed parameter is the Number of Layers. 
 
Set the thickness of the former (bobbin) under Voice Coil Former 
Thickness. 
 
The last input is Wire Stretch. During winding the wire may be 
stretched, especially a thin wire. Set the stretch in percent %. 
See the Appendix A on how to add or change wire dimensions to the 
FINEMotor internal Wire Table. 
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The FINEMotor program is ideal for simulating and designing the magnet system and voice coil for 
any kind of loudspeaker driver. This includes not only woofers and domes but also telephone 
receivers and headphones etc. 
 
 
 

6.5” Woofer Design 
 

Start FINEMotor and select “New” or _Default.fm3. We will try to use an existing voice coil with 
Kapton former and winding width of 9.75mm and VCID= 25.60mm. Press the “Voice Coil” button: 
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We have selected a 2 layer round wire copper voice coil and set Re=6.2 ohms, plus set Kapton as 
Former Material (Use the Kapton setting for all non-conducting VC formers). Note “Wire Stretch” is 
set to 4% to match our existing voice coil. Press “Apply Now”. Click on the upper left window and 
mouse drag to get close to the 9.75mm winding width. “Mechanical Parameters” shows the winding 
width to be 9.69mm using 0.17mm wire, which is really close.  
 
Note: In a nominal 8 ohms system you can often go down to DCR= 5.5 ohms (or even lower) and 
still keep the minimum impedance of 6.4 ohms. This is because the min. impedance (Zmin) is 
normally at least 0.5 ohms higher than DCR, and the inductor in the cross-over normally has a 
resistance (RL) of 0.3-0.5 ohms or more. – Likewise a nominal 4 ohms system can use a DCR of 
2.5-3 ohms or lower while keeping the min. 3.2 ohms impedance.  
 
 
Press “Acoustic Components” and will get you this dialogue window: 
 

 

 
 

 
We will input the diameter D=13.11cm (including half surround on each side) to get the cone area 
(Sd) automatically calculated. Next we need the fixed mass, which is the total moving mass except 
the voice coil winding. This equals: half (active) surround + cone + dust cap + VC former + half 
spider + glues + air load. We have weighed that to be 8 grams. We had selected a Kapton voice 
Coil former and see that the mechanical Q is estimated to Qms=6.  
 
Since we don’t know Fs we will have FINEMotor to calculate it for us by clicking in the box “Use 
calculated Fs”. Our cone with surround has a resonance (Cone-) Fo of 22.5 Hz, which we input 
and see that the surround compliance is already calculated to 6.25 mm/N. We want to use an 
existing spider with a deflection of 0.59mm (for 50 g load) but we see that this gives Fs of 50.99 
Hz, which is too high. Therefore we should change the spider deflection to 1.0, which gives 
acceptable Fs of 41.31Hz. 
 
Finally we will take a look at the magnet system. Press “Motor Parts” and make sure “Use 
estimated leakage is checked [x]: 
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A 70x32x15 FXD300 ferrite magnet is chosen (Chinese Magnets are also available) plus a 
27.20diam x 5 mm top plate and a pole piece used elsewhere. Here you can also specify a steel 
frame, which will lower the BL due to increased leakage, but leave that unchecked for now. (Leave 
the reluctance ML=1.30 unless you have better info). Apply and go to the upper left diagram: 
 

 

 
 
 
This is the main display showing a curve for all possible Voice Coils satisfying the criteria we have 
defined previously. Short winding VC’s are to the left and increasing Winding Widths (WW) towards 
the right side, in this case is shown up to 30mm WW. The vertical dashed line indicates the current 
simulation. Try holding the left mouse button down and drag left and right, simulating longer 
windings (WW) at right and shorter on the left side. The yellow area indicates the air gap (here 
5mm). So we see under-hung VC’s in the yellow area and over-hung VC’s in the right blue area.  
The Thiele/Small Parameters are simultaneously calculated below in all cases. 
 
For the ~10mm winding width we get a Qts of 0.45 and (linear) Xmax (Xmlin) of 2.35mm. That Qts 
is too high for our bass reflex application, where we need a Qts of ~0.30-0.35. Therefore let us try 
a larger magnet: In “Motor Parts” press the down arrow for Magnet Size and select 84x33x15mm. 
Apply now: 
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Qts is now 0.29, due to an increase in BL from 5.62 to 7.14Tm. This solution is useable, but we 
can even accept a longer WW of say 15.5mm giving linear Xmax=5.28 (Xmlin), while keeping a 
low Qts=0.33. Actually we should also find the best resting (0-) position for the VC, so try to drag 
(and use mouse wheel) the VC 0.53mm to the left (down into the motor), and we get a more 
symmetrical BL(x) curve. (See more later on).  
 
Note: Using this magnet, the back plate thickness must be increased from 5 to 6.3mm, which is 
shown on the sketch.  
 
The only problem with that solution is that we actually need this woofer to be magnetically 
shielded. In FINEMotor that is quite easy: Press                         and we get a shielded motor with 
the same TS parameters! All dimensions of the shielding can and the best back plate are given in 
“Motor Parts”.  
 
Note that the back plate diameter should be reduced from 74 to 68mm, to give the best shielding 
and BL.  
 

 
 

You can find this solution saved as 6,5wfr1.fm3 in the examples on the install CD and also in 
C:\Program Files\LoudSoft\FINEMotor20\Examples. 
 
However a different approach is trying a 4-layer Voice Coil (in “Voice coil”) instead of a larger 
magnet. Go to the Motor Parts and reselect the 72x32x15mm magnet again. A 4-layer Voice Coil, 
however, will need a thicker wire and therefore we have to modify the air gap. How can we control 
the change of the magnet field and TS parameters?  
 
The solution is to check the box "Compensated Top Plate ID" [x] (in “Motor Parts”), because that 
will keep a constant voice coil clearance and at the same time recalculate the magnet gap field! 
Enter 0.35 for clearance and then OK. Then open “Voice Coil” and select 4-layers. Apply Now. 
 
On the curve select a winding width close to 10mm and we see Qts is now 0.28! Therefore we can 
select a winding width of ~14.5mm and still get a low Qts of 0.34, and with an Xmlin of 4.78mm. 
Note that the Top Plate ID increased automatically to keep the preset clearance and Fs 
(calculated) is lower due to the higher voice coil mass. This version is saved as 6,5wfr2.fm3 
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From FINEMotor 2008, you can directly simulate the non-linearity of BL as a function of the Voice 
Coil excursion (x). This is displayed as the BL(x) curve, which in this case is non-symmetrical 
left/right (= in/out of the motor). The dashed red line is the mirror curve of the BL(x) curve, which 
helps to decide if the BL(x) curve is symmetrical. In that case the two curves would overlap. 
 
 

 
The BL(x) curve shows how BL is varying with in/out excursion (x) of the Voice Coil 

 
Going back to the first two layer solution the found TS parameters were OK, but the BL(x) curve 
was not symmetrical (without VC offset), since BL is higher when the Voice Coil (VC) is inside the 
motor. That is because of the higher leakage caused by the cylindrical and flat pole piece in level 
with the top plate. The flux in the lower screen shows that there is more magnetic flux below the air 
gap, because the curve is higher in the left side. The BL(x) curve will change from green to red 
when BL=82% of the BL at the rest position, so the green curve normally ensures that the 
distortion is sufficiently low. That also defines the acceptable Xmax, namely –Xm (in) and +Xm 
(out). In this case Xm (in) is 6.10mm and Xm (out) is 5.04mm. 
 

 
 
 
Most of this asymmetry can easily be cured by offsetting the VC so the mirror curve overlays the 
BL(x) curve. This is done by dragging the yellow arrow in the “Flux Profile” window with the left 
mouse button. An offset of -0.53mm is sufficient to provide good symmetry for large excursions (x). 
Now we get both –Xm (in) and +Xm (out) = 5.54mm, which is even slightly larger than the linear 
(Xmax) Xmlin=5.28mm, defined by the VC over-hang. 
 
However the BL(x) is still not perfect. Ideally the green centre part should be flat and continue with 
a sharp corner to the red slopes.  
 
Fortunately we can change the shape of the BL(x) curve by modifying the pole piece. Press the 
drop down box (see below), and a selection of Pole Geometries becomes available. 
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   Pole Geometries 

 
[U-cut] Undercutting of the pole piece below the top plate (the 
undercut may be 1-2mm, usually comparable to the air gap slit (Air 
gap=Top plate diameter-Pole diameter)/2). (*) 
 
[Ext] Extended pole piece, by approx. half of the top plate thickness. 
 
[Ext + U-cut] A combination of the two above. 
 
[U-ext + U-cut] As the previous, but where the extended pole piece 
part is also undercut to the same diameter as before. 
 

 
 
*Note: Be careful with smaller VC diameters as the pole piece steel may saturate, because the 
total flux (B x area) goes through the pole piece. (Design consulting is available from 
www.loudsoft.com ) 
 
 
First let us try to extend the pole piece by selecting [Ext] from the Pole Geometry drop down list. 
That gives the following BL(x) curve (no VC offset): 
 
 

 
 
 
This BL(x) curve is almost symmetrical, which is a considerable improvement. However the green 
centre part is not that flat. The Xm is ~5.36mm in both directions. This version is saved as 
6,5wfr3.fm3 
 
The best solution is found using the last Pole Geometry [U-ext + U-cut]. This concentrates more 
flux in the air gap due to the undercuts both above and under the air gap. The resulting BL(x) curve 
is close to perfect being very symmetrical and having a more flat green centre curve up to Xmax, 
and Xm is increased to 5.74mm in both directions. 
 
The penalty however, is a slightly lower BL giving a higher Qts due to reduced leakage above and 
under the air gap. This version is saved as 6,5wfr4.fm3 
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Finally the user may export the FINEMotor *.fm3 files into FINEBox to check the performance in 
the actual box. That is the very best way to decide if the found solution(s) in FINEMotor are 
suitable in your system. (Use “Export as V2 file” to comply with earlier FINEBox versions). 
 
So far we have used the default setting (“Use Estimated Leakage”) for the magnetic leakage FL, 
because it gives a fast and quite accurate simulation. The most precise may be to import a flux 
profile from a Magnetic FE program like MagNet, FEMM etc.  
 
Even Magnetic FEA calculations are not always absolutely precise, so you should always verify 
your simulations by building and measuring prototypes. When you find a difference in BL you can 
modify the leakage FL (in “motor parts”) to give the most precise simulations results for your similar 
motors. 
 
Note: Be sure to measure the TS parameters correctly! Very low level impedance measurements 
may lead to wrong TS parameters due to non-linearities in the spider. This is especially true for 
small drivers where the resonance Fs may appear 10-30% higher than when measured at 2.83V! 
(The FINELab QC system from LOUDSOFT will measure the TS parameters at the same level as 
the SPL; see www.loudsoft.com )  
 
 
A flux profile from a Magnetic FEA program may be imported into FINEMotor from the clipboard by 

CTRL+V or imported as a text file using the  button. The VC may also be offset in that case, but 
you cannot change the magnet or Pole Geometry, because that is defined in the FEA program. 
 
Let us assume there is a requirement for high power and sensitivity; therefore we will finally 
consider an edge wound VC. With compensated Top plate ID set, we select 1 layer edge wound 
wire in “Voice Coil”.  
 
 

 
 
A 1 layer edge-wound VC will have more windings compared to 
a round wire VC, because the wires are wound on the “side” as 
shown. The advantage is higher BL, and less inductance, 
especially compared to a 4-layer VC. In addition the power 
handling is increased because the wires are closer together and 
the one layer is better cooled. 
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The green simulation #4, gives high sensitivity and BL even with the smaller 70x32x15 FXD300 
ferrite magnet, therefore giving a low Qts of 0.24, which may be another possible solution. This 
version is saved as 6,5wfr5.fm3. The flat wire VC’s are normally very difficult to design but 
FINEMotor helps the design engineer by displaying all solutions in a simple and logical manner. 
The dashed curve shows Qts, and #4 simulation is dipping to a very low Qts. It is also possible to 
view curves over BL. 
 
But why is the new (green) curve sagged? That is because we see wires with different width/ 
thickness ratio. The shown ~12mm winding width is very good, because the wire is very flat: 
0.060x0.65mm.  
 
Note: Simulation #1 was turned off by right clicking the corresponding button. Any curve can be 
shown again by right clicking. 
 

1” Neodymium Dome Tweeter 
 
In this section I want to design a 1-inch dome tweeter using a neodymium magnet disk. Select 
Inside Motor and input these data in “Acoustic components”: 
 

 

 
 

The voice coil is 2 layer copper with Re=6.3 ohms. Stretching the winding 4% will get us close to 
the real voice coil winding width of 2.1mm. Aluminium VC former, gives estimated Qms=3. 
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Setting the motor data as above will produce an SPL of 88.23 dB using an ø25xø5x3mm N42H 
neo disk. This is the strongest neodymium magnet grade with extended high temperature range. 
This version is saved as 1in Neo Dome.fm3. 
 
As we still want to increase the sensitivity let us input a thicker 4mm neo disk under “Edit Magnet 
Dimensions”. However the SPL is now only increased by 0.80 dB to 89.03 dB.  
 

 

 
 

 
There are two reasons why we do not get much more output by increasing the thickness of the 
magnet. The above picture shows the flux profile through the air gap, and in the left side we can 
see Bg =1.4966 T, which is the average B gap flux. Below that is Bd =0.9226 T, which is the 
operating point of the magnet. That is pretty high for this neodymium material, which is best utilized 
with a Bd of 0.5-0.8 T, so in this case we don’t get much more output by a thicker magnet. 
 
Secondly we see that the top plate is saturated, indicated by Bt =2.07 (Bt is red when over 2T), 
where Bt is the maximum top plate flux density without saturation. Normal (1010) steel is saturating 
above 2.0T, but starts to limit already below 1.8T. In this case the SPL loss is around 0.5 dB due to 
saturation. This increases when Bt is much higher than 2T, so very thin top plates is not a good 
idea. 
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Therefore let us try using another wire. After going back to the previous magnet we select a 
Copper Clad Aluminum (CCAW) wire in “Voice Coil”. This wire is lighter but the (thin) copper 
coating ensures that it is easy to solder. (Press button”1” to go back to the first simulation, next will 
be 3). 
 

 

 
 
 

Selecting the simulation using 0.110 CCAW wire gets us an SPL of 90.23 dB, which is an increase 
of 2.0 dB. This version is saved as 1in Neo Dome CCAW.fm3. 
 
Actually we have one more option to increase sensitivity. Placing a second neodymium disk on top 
of the top plate will reduce the magnetic stray field, and provide a well shielded motor. An 
additional benefit is slightly increased sensitivity. Select the “Inside Shielded” button  
 
The sensitivity has now increased 0.53 dB to 90.85 dB SPL. Saved as 1in Neo Dome SH.fm3. 
 
Finally we have the option to (partly) fill the air gap with magnetic Ferrofluid. The main effect is a 
much better heat transfer from the Voice Coil winding. Secondly the Ferrofluid will also provide 
some damping, which depends on the viscosity of the fluid. Fortunately this is also handled by 
FINEMotor. 
 
Go to “Motor parts” and check the box “Use Ferrofluid: Updates Qms (Acoustic Components)” [x].  
A new line appears below: “Ferrofluid Viscosity”. The default input is 1000cPs. (Centipoise). This is 
a fairly thick Ferrofluid which will provide much mechanical damping i.e. reduce Qms.  
 
This effect can be viewed in the “Acoustic Components” window.  
 
 

 
 
 

In this case we had used the estimated Qms=3.00. With the 1000cPs Ferrofluid, Qms has reduced 
to 0.91 in the “Adjust Qms for Ferrofluid” field. This is a considerable damping and causes the Qts 
to be reduced from 1.02 to 0.58. This version is saved as 1in Neo Dome CCAW SH FF.fm3. 
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Considering that a tweeter has high excursion at Fs, this damping will lower the excursion and 
thereby increase the maximum power handling of the system using this tweeter. Furthermore this 
can reduce the stress on the lead-out tinsels to the VC. 
However the Ferrofluid damping can also be used to save components in the crossover. In some 
cases it is possible to use a 1st order cross-over instead of a 2nd order, saving at least one 
component (parallel coil). We recommend using the FINE X-over program from www.loudsoft.com 
to design your cross-over, where you also get the actual power that goes to the tweeter calculated. 
 
Note: It is necessary to provide good venting of the voice coil to avoid splashing of the Ferrofluid! 
The Ferrofluid will seal the gap, which may cause a higher resonance Fs if not properly designed.  
LOUDSOFT offers expert consulting regarding this and tweeter optimization in general. 
 
For the most demanding applications a thin Ferrofluid may be the best choice, which means a low 
cPs value, usually around 100 cPs. These fluids will cause little damping, but still provide essential 
heat transfer, giving much improved cooling of the Voice Coil, because the Ferrofluid has much 
better heat conductivity than air, which actually is an isolator. Therefore the VC resistance is rising 
considerably less giving a much lower power compression. 
 
The FINEBox program from www.loudsoft.com can already simulate the effect of the heat transfer 
and power compression of drivers, and the coming version will include the effects of the Ferrofluid 
heat transfer. 
 
It is essential to add a precise amount of Ferrofluid to the air gap; too little gives poor performance 
(sometimes two resonance peaks around Fs) and too much may splash and increase costs. 
Fortunately the precise volume is calculated by FINEMotor (3rd last line in the window below): 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
The necessary Ferrofluid volume is calculated exactly using the criteria from FerroTec, who 
supplies Ferrofluid. The required Ferrofluid Saturation (Gauss) is also calculated using the actual 
FINEMotor simulation. It is advised to use the higher number for high excursion and power.  
 
Contact www.ferrotec.com for further info and design advice on Ferrofluid regarding Magnetization, 
Compatibility with materials and glues etc. 
 
 
Note: All the above examples are on the FINEMotor CD. 
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Appendix A. 
Hysteresis curves and basic formulas 

                  

                  
 
 
 
 

Bd is the working point on the load line (Hl-Br) according to general magnetic theory. 
P is the Permeance coefficient as defined above, where FL is the leakage coefficient and  
ML is the reluctance coefficient. 
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Appendix B.    

Custom Wire tables 
 
The user can edit a custom round wire table, called DEFROUND.FMW and a custom square (flat) 
wire table, called DEFSQUAR.FMW. These can be edited with a text editor like notepad. 
  
FINEMotor looks for the files DEFROUND.FMW and DEFSQUAR.FMW in the same directory as 
the FINEMOTOR.EXE executable at start up (usually C:\Program Files/Loudsoft/FINEMotor20) 
  
 

1. The content is text and the file must include a new line after the last line. 
2. The top 2 lines of each file explain what is in the file and they must not be deleted. 
3. You MUST use a . decimal point because the comma separates the values. 
4. The values can be in any order, they are sorted on read and as far as we know, duplicates 

are not a problem. 
5. The read values replace the code values, so if you only enter 10 sizes the smaller 10 are 

the only ones changed; the other sizes are the same. 
6. The square wire table contains 4 dimensions IX,IY,OX,OY. It doesn't matter if you get the 

X's and Y's the other way round, but you MUST have OX > IX and OY > IY  
7. The round wire file needs only 2 dimensions ID and OD and you must have OD > ID. 

  
 
Note! FINEMotor files (Setups) are saved with the actual wire dimensions. If the wire specified in a 
setup is not in the wire sizes loaded, then you get a warning message that an approximate size 
has been used.  

Appendix C.   

Custom Magnet Material tables 
 
The user can edit and create custom Magnet Material table(s), having the extension *.FMM. These 
can be edited with a text editor like notepad. 
 
FINEMotor looks for files xxxxx.FMM in the same directory as the FINEMOTOR.EXE executable at 
start up (usually C:\Program Files/Loudsoft/FINEMotor20). See this example: 
  

FINEMotorMagnetMaterialFile 
Version=1.0 
** All lines starting with ** are seen as comments 
** The 2 first lines above are required and must NOT be erased or changed.  
Parameters 
**The next 3 lines must be the name and 2 magnet material parameters: 
Name=Y25 Ferrite 
Br=3750 
Hl=3409 
**Note: Br (G) is the Remanence in Gauss (1G=0.0001T) 
**Note: Hl (Oe) is the Coercivity in Oersted for B=0 (Extrapolated load line).  
**Note: Hl=Br/urec - urec is recoil permeability 
** 1[kA/m]=4*pi[Oe] 
EndParameters 
** Use these lines to add your own comments.  
** More lines starting with ** can be added 
** Then the list of magnet sizes should follow with no blanks or comment lines. 
Sizes : (OD; ID; Length;Name) 
72.0; 32.0; 15.0;  72 x  32 x 15  
84.0; 32.8; 15.0;  84 x  33 x 15  
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Chapter 1. Wizard  
 

When starting a new file, you will get the Wizard (Figure 1), which will guide you to design the best 
possible x-over for your system. 
 

1.1 Wizard Start 
 
In the wizard start window, you should input the ‘Nominal system impedance’ and ‘How many 
sections’. Normally, the nominal system impedance is 4 or 8 ohms (mostly determined by the 
woofer), but even 1 ohm or 0.5 ohm is possible. The nominal impedance is used for initial x-over 
calculations and for minimum impedance calculation.  
 

 

Figure 1. Wizard Start 

 

1.2 Import SPL and impedance files 
 

You have the option to import measured files from a number of systems like MLSSA, LMS, 
CALSOD, Sound-check etc. Here you use MLSSA files as *.FRQ and *.TXT. 
 
The drivers are measured in the cabinet as shown on the sketch. You should place the 
microphone in the listening position (usually in line with the tweeter), and in the preferred 2-3 m 
distance, if you have a very large room. If the drivers are close together you may use 1 m or closer. 
Do not move the microphone, but measure all drivers in the same position. Finally you measure 
the impedance from 20-20kHz for both drivers. 
 
Press Next. Open SPL to load the file you had previously measured, and Open Imp. to load the 
impedance file, see Figure 2. You can click the file to preview and check that you have selected 
the correct curve (Fig. 3). 
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You can also import up to six  ‘SPL off-axis data files’, using the below ‘Open’ button. Note! It is 
important for high quality speaker system design to measure and optimise both the on-axis as well 
as the off-axis responses.  
 

 

Figure 2.  File load 

 
Note the horizontal line ––– Target level (figure 2). This is the level we want to optimise the system to. You 
can drag the line up/down by the left mouse button, or overwrite the number (e.g. 90.3 dB in figure 2). We 
have chosen the flat level above 200Hz for the woofer, because this is close to the maximum level we 
expect to get out of the total system. 
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Figure 3.  File Preview 
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1.3 Selecting the x-over type and Target frequency response 

 
 

 

Figure 4. X-over type and target response 

 
To select the x-over type and Target frequency response, you may chose Butterworth (or Linkwitz-
Riley, Chebyshev and Bessel) and from 1st Order (6dB/Oct) up to 4th Order (24dB/Oct) slope. 
The black vertical x-line shows the chosen x-over frequency. You can drag the X-line by the left 
mouse button, while observing the filtered section response change (figure 4). 
 
The following options are available: 
  

• Target as network.  
With this option, the target curve will change with the network; otherwise, you can select an 
individual target curve. 

• Basic. 
This means basic settings without any extra network. 

• Attenuation. 
If the sensitivity of the unit is higher than needed, this option can be used to attenuate the 
sensitivity of this section in dB. 

• HF lift. 
Will lift up the response at high frequencies starting from a given frequency, by reducing the 
attenuation at HF. 

• Attenuation at unit. 
Here the attenuation components are placed close to the unit. 
 
By pressing the ‘Advanced’ button, the advanced settings show up as shown in figure 5, where F 
means frequency, and R is resistance.   
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Figure 5. Advanced setting 

• Inct HF. 
A RC series branch is added in parallel with the unit to compensate for the rising impedance curve. 

• Peak. 
A LCR series branch is inserted in parallel with the unit to compensate for a peak in the response. 
F, R and Q value can be adjusted manually. This can be used to flatten the impedance peak at 
resonance Fs. 

• Notch. 
A LCR series branch is inserted as before. This may be used to remove a peak in the SPL 
response. 
 

1.4 Section Optimisation 
 
 

 

Figure 6. Section Optimisation 

 

Figure 6 shows the section optimisation window.  The red curve is the target, to which we will 
optimise the x-over components. The chosen optimising range is shown between the two green 
lines, which can be dragged as usual. Before we press the ‘Optimise’ button, we should choose 
some of the optimisation settings:  
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• Consider SPL (Default). 

• Relax stop band errors (Default). Helps to avoid out of band problems to disturb 
optimisation. 

• Shape more important than level. Focuses on the response shape, not SPL level. 

• Consider phase errors. Includes phase errors. 

• Consider low impedance. Use this setting to avoid getting lower than minimum impedance, 
which is 20% lower than the nominal impedance (according to the IEC 60268-5 standard). 

• Smooth impedance. 

• Exclude data between….Use this feature for example to exclude a known peak from 
disturbing optimisation. 

 
Press “Optimise” to see the optimised response in a few seconds. 
 
Next, the wizard will step through all the sections in the same way. 
 

Chapter 2. The FINE X-over Main 
Window 

 

 

Figure 7. FINE X-over Start Window 

 

The complete start menu is based on the default parameters and the menu contains the following 
part windows: 

• Upper left. The Display Totals and Display Sections window 

• Middle left. The Unit Delay window (or Driver Delay window) 

• Lower left.  The Power Calculation Window 

• Upper middle. The Main Graphic Window 

• Lower middle. The Network Window 

• Top. The Dropdown-Line and a Toolbar 
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2.1 The Display Totals and Display Sections window 
 
 

 

Figure 8. Display – Total and Display - Section 

 
 
 
Figure 8 shows the Display – Totals including settings as below:  
 

• Total SPL mag : Shows the total response magnitude. 

• Total SPL Phase: Shows the total response phase. 

• Total Imp. Mag: Shows the total impedance magnitude. 

• Total Imp. Phase: Shows the total impedance phase. 

• Tot. Target SPL Mag: Shows the total target response magnitude. 

• Tot. Target Imp.l Mag: Shows the total target impedance magnitude. 

• Total Off-axis SPL: Shows the off-axis response. 
 

And the Display – Sections including some settings as below:  
 

• SPL mag: Shows the response magnitude in each section. 

• SPL Phase: Shows the response phase in each section. 

• Imp. Mag: Shows the impedance magnitude in each section. 

• Imp. Phase: Shows the impedance phase in each section. 

• Driver Only SPL Mag: Shows the driver response magnitude without x-over. 

• Driver Only Imp. Mag: Shows the driver impedance magnitude without x-over. 

• Target Mag: Shows the target response magnitude in each section. 
 

 

 
2.2 The Unit Delay window 
 
You can simulate changes to the driver positions by introducing delay, Fig. 9. By clicking and 
rolling with the mouse wheel the user can simulate +/- movements of the driver recessed in or 
protruding from the baffle. You can find the movement distances and also the delay time of the 
unit. 
 
It is possible to find the best position by observing the acoustical phase of the individual drivers in 
the Main Graphic window. 
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Figure 9. Unit Delay 

 

2.3 The Power Calculation Window 
The input power can be specified in the power calculation window.  Or the input voltage (rms) can 
be specified in the middle column, Vin (rms). The voltage is also shown in the right slide bar, and 
can be adjusted with the mouse. The normal impedance, Zin (nom), is shown in the lower column 
as set in the wizard, and it cannot be changed here. The upper column shows the calculated 
power (nom) based on the input voltage and the normal impedance. 

 

 

Figure 10. Power Calculation 

 

2.4 The Main Graphics Window 
 
The curves are shown in the main graphic window, see fig. 11. The scale on the left is the sound 
pressure level in dB, while scales on the right show the impedance in ohms and phase in degrees, 
separately. 
 
Clicking on the blue arrow buttons on the left will move the responses up and down in 10 dB steps.  
 
The settings, to hide or display curves was discussed in the introduction of The Display Totals and 
Display Sections window. 
 

 

Figure 11. The main graphic window 
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2.5 The Network Window 
 
The network window shows the network for each section, see figure 12.  
 

2.5.1 Section options 
 
The buttons on the bottom of the network window is used to switch between the sections. Six 
buttons, LF1, LF2, MF1, MF2, HF1, and HF2, are shown in figure 12, for a design of up to six-way 
cross-overs. The number of active buttons could be from one up to six following the number of the 
sections. 
 

2.5.2 Fast access 
 

The sections buttons, , provide fast access to: 
1. Response Input 
2. Target 
3. Network 

4. Optimise  
5. Power 

 

 

Figure 12. The network window 

2.5.2.1 Response Input 
 
The details of response input can be found in Chapter 1.2. 
 

2.5.2.2 Target 
 
The target setting is described in Chapter 1.2. 
 

2.5.2.3 Network 
 
The details of network design, is illustrated in Chapter 1.3. 
 

2.5.2.4 Optimise 
 
The description of Optimise is shown in Chapter 1.4. 
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2.5.2.5 Power 
 

Pressing the button  will display the power in all the components and the drivers in every x-
over section.  In figure 13, the real power calculated for the resistive components and the driver is 
shown for section 2 (Midrange) of a 3-way x-over. The input is 200W (RMS) in nominal 4 ohms, 
with a power spectrum per IEC 60268-1, to simulate “normal” music.  
 

 

 

Figure 13. Real Power in 3-way section 2 (Midrange) 

 

 
2.5.3 Value setting for the components 
 
In the section window, you can left click on one component, and change the value in the submenu, 
shown in figure 14. You may input the wanted value directly, or roll the middle button of the mouse 
to choose by a value from the standard E24 series. A red arrow means that this component is 
included in the optimization. By clicking on the small red arrow right to the value column, you can 
switch it into a black arrow, which means that this component is not taken into account in the 
optimization.  
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Figure 14. Value changing of the components 

By right clicking on a branch, figure 15 shows up. Here, the branch type can be changed. The 
active tick mark activates this branch or not. The tick mark of “Can be optimised” setting is the 
same as the red arrow setting mentioned in the upper paragraph. 
 

 

 

Figure 15. Edit ladder branch 

 
 
By either left or right clicking on the left terminal of a section, where the signal input is connected, 
you can open a connection-setting window, see figure 16. Different input connections can be 
chosen here. This is very useful for designing for example 2.5 way x-overs by tapping the second 
woofer section input from the first woofer terminals. 
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Figure 16. Select input connection 

 
 
You can also invert or leave out the driver by clicking it and choose tick marks in the shown 
window. See figure 17. 

 
 

 

Figure 17. Output of a section 

 
 

 
2.6 The Toolbars 
 
There are two tool bars in FINE X-over.  
 

2.6.1 Standard tool bar 
 
This is the standard tool bar, shown below.   
 

 
 
The seven buttons from the left to the right are start a new file, start a new file based on an 
existing model, open file, save file, print, colour setting, and help, separately.  The first button 
starts the wizard, which has been mentioned in chapter 1; the second button also starts a wizard, 
which is based on the current x-over; the third button is to open a file as usual; the fourth button is 
for saving the current design; the fifth button will print; the sixth button is the options shown in 
figure 18 and the seventh button shows the current version of FINE X-over. 
 
When you press the sixth button the option dialog shows up. There are three columns in this 
dialog, General (figure 18), Component Adjustment (figure 19) and Power Calculation (figure 20). 
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Figure 18 General 

 
 
In the General tab, settings of line colours, line thickness and off-axis line colours can be set, see 
figure 18. 

 
 

 

Figure 19 Component Adjustment 

 
 
In the Component Adjustment tab, you can choose the range of standard components, which is 
indicated in figure 19. 
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Figure 20 Power Calculation 

 
In the Power Calculation tab, power calculation weighting is either 20Hz – 20kHz uniform or per 
IEC268-1, see figure 20. 
 
 

2.6.2 Tool bar of the curves 
 
The tool bar for the curves is shown below. 
 

 
 
The first three buttons are used to save the current frequency response as user curves No. 1, No. 
2, and No. 3, separately. The next three buttons are used to display the user curves No. 1, No. 2, 

and No. 3, separately. Button  is to show the phase of the displayed user curves; button  is to 
save current frequency response to a file; the last three buttons are used to load curves from files 
and set them as user curves No. 1, No.2, and No. 3, separately. 
 

2.7 The Drop-down menus 

 
The drop-down menus have the standard functions of the normal windows software and some special 
functions of FINE X-over. 

 
 

Drop-down menu - File 
 
All the functions in the drop-down menu – file are shown in the previous chapter 2.6 where we illustrate the 
buttons. 
 
Drop-down menu - View 
 

Here, you can set or hide the tool bars and the station bar, and show the user curves No. 1, No. 2, and No. 
3, as we introduced in chapter 2.6.2. 
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Drop-down menu - Settings 
 

This is the same as button , illustrated in chapter 2.6.1. 
 
Drop-down menu – Unit Details 
 
Here you can change the loaded SPL and impedance curve for each section, which is also illustrated in 
chapter 1.2. 
 
Drop-down menu – Network 
 
This is to set the network of each section, which is also illustraed in chapter 1.3. 
 
Drop-down menu – Target 
 
This sets the crossover section targets and whole system target. A standard system target curve is shown 
in chapter 1.2. In the following, a more advanced system target curve is illustrated. 
 

 
 

 

Figure 21 System target 

 
 
An ideal target is possible, shown in figure 21. Either the LF slope or the HF slope can be set at certain 
frequencies with a given slope in dB/Oct.  
 
 
Drop-down menu – Optimization 
 
You can do the section optimization like in chapter 1.4, and also do the system optimization, shown in 
figure 22. 
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Figure 22 System Optimisation. 

 
 
Drop-down menu – Power 
 
This is to show the power of each component in each section. 
 
Drop-down menu – Help 
 
The current version of FINE X-over is shown here.  
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In this tutorial we show several examples of simple and advanced X-over designs, using FINE X-
over.  
 
In the first example we create the x-over for two drivers we have previously measured in our 
cabinet. Press New to get the Wizard, which will guide you to design the best possible x-over for 
your system.  
 

 
Figure 1. Wizard Start 

 
We have the option to import measured files from FINELab (.lab) and FINECone (.FSIM) and a 
number of systems like MLSSA, LMS, CALSOD, Sound-check etc. Here we use MLSSA files as 
*.FRQ and *.TXT. 
 
The two drivers are measured in the cabinet as shown on the sketch. We have placed the 
microphone in the listening position (usually in line with the tweeter) and in the preferred 2-3m 
distance. Then we have measured the woofer response and also exported as *.txt files (Actual + 
BODE Plot in MLSSA). The tweeter is done the same way, with the microphone in the SAME 
position. Finally we measured the impedance from 20-20kHz for both drivers 
 
Choose the nominal system impedance, normally 4 or 8 ohms (mostly determined by the woofer) 
even 1 ohm or 0.5 ohm is possible. This is used for initial x-over calculations and for minimum 
impedance calculation. We will set the nominal impedance to 4 ohms (min impedance is therefore 
4 ohms-20% =3.2 ohms). We choose 2 sections (2-way) as we have two drivers. 
 
Press Next. Open SPL to load the file you had previously measured: SKO130-SPL.txt, and Open 
Imp. to load the impedance file SKO130-Imp.FRQ, see Figure 3. You can click the file to preview 
and check that you have selected the correct curve (Fig. 2). 
 
Note the vertical line –––Target level. This is the level we want to optimise the system to. You can 
drag the line up/down by the left mouse button, or overwrite the number (90.3 dB). We have 
chosen the flat level above 200Hz for the woofer, because this is close to the maximum level we 
expect to get out of the total system. We will consider off-axis SPL files later. 
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Figure 2.  File Preview 

 
 

 
Figure 3.  File load 

 
 
Press next to load the tweeter the same way. This time we use the measured T26AG.frq file 
directly without exporting to txt-format. Let us keep the 90.3dB target level also for the tweeter.  
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Figure  4. Target response 

 
Now is the time to select the x-over type and Target frequency response. Figure 4 shows the first 
section - woofer (LF). We may chose Butterworth (Linkwitz-Riley, Chebyshev and Bessel are also 
possible) type and 1st Order (6dB/Oct) up to 4th Order (24dB/Oct). The black vertical x-line shows 
the chosen x-over frequency, and we have selected 2nd order (12dB/Oct) Butterworth at 2000Hz. 
You can drag the X-line by the left mouse button, while observing the filtered section response 
change. 

 

 
Figure 5. Optimise section 1 
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The next screen is the 1st (woofer) section Optimiser, Fig 5. Let us optimise the x-over 
components to the target 2nd order Low Pass response (red–––––), while keeping a minimum 
impedance of 4 ohms -20%=3.2 ohms (according to the common IEC 60268-5 standard). We 
observe that the inductor (L) and capacitor (C) already are marked for optimisation, by the red 
arrows. 
 
The chosen optimising range is shown between the two green lines, which can be dragged as 
before. It is important select the start at 200 Hz above the woofer resonance where the response 
is almost flat (if the first green line is too low the optimisation gets bad). The upper limit is set by 
default to two times the x-over frequency (=4000 Hz), which we drag to 6082.2 Hz to include the 
top end. 
 
Observe the Optimisation settings on the right side: “Consider SPL” and “Relax stop band error” 
are selected by default. We could select “Shape more important than level” because that may help 
the optimiser to find a good response at a higher SPL level. Further “Consider low impedance” is 
set to avoid getting lower than minimum impedance. 
 
Now we press “Optimise” and see the optimised response in a few seconds. 
The next screen Fig. 6 shows the target response for the 2nd (tweeter) section with the already 
chosen x-over frequency (2000 Hz) marked. We have chosen attenuation (3 dB by resistors), 
because the tweeter sensitivity is above the target. 
 
 

 
Figure 6.  Target tweeter response 

 
Fig. 7 shows the HF (Tweeter) optimising range is set from 1000 to almost 20 kHz, because we 
want to include the top end response without exceeding the limit in the impedance response at 20 
kHz,  
 
If you want to keep any of the components as a fixed value, just double click and the red arrow 
(=variable) is removed. 
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After pressing “Optimise” we see the optimised HF/ Tweeter response is quite close to the target. 
The Wizard is now finished.  
 
See the total response in the main window with the optimised sections. This response is quite flat 
already, however we should use the System Optimisation to obtain an even better total response.  
 

 

 
Figure 7.  Optimised HF section 

The optimisation range is set as the “flat” part of the total response. However we have deselected 
“Shape more important than level” because we are interested in the absolute best and flattest 
response. 
 
The final optimised response in Fig. 8, is flat within +/-1.0 dB from 150-20kHz. The minimum 
impedance is above the limit (3.2 ohms) 20-20kHz. The resistor of 1Mohm is redundant and can 
safely be removed.  
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Figure 8.  Final optimised response w. acoustical and Impedance Phase 

 
 
The power in the woofer (LF) and tweeter (HF) is shown under the driver symbols with red 
numbers, 17.4W and 1.32W respectively, for 50W RMS input (IEC 60268-1: Simulated Music).  
 
Note you can always change component values by clicking (left mouse button), and you will get 
the edit menu shown in the lower right corner. Change (standard E24/E12...) values by rolling the 
mouse wheel up/down or use the arrow keys in menu or keyboard. 
 
Press Total SPL Phase and Total Imp Phase to view the acoustical and electrical phase 
responses, see Fig. 8. The acoustical phase (-----) is quite linear and the electrical phase (……) is 
well behaved within +/- 45deg up to 20 kHz. 
 
You may save the total response for later in user memory or as a file using the button bar: 
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Import of FSIM files from FINECone 
 
The new versions of FINE-programs can both export and import responses in the new 
compressed FSIM format. In other words it is possible to simulate and solve response problems 
without having to build any samples.  
 
The next Fig. 9 shows the imported woofer simulation from FINECone of a bad 165mm woofer 
with a big dip at 1300Hz. This dip cannot be avoided with the x-over, also because the tweeter 
cannot go so low without getting too high power. (>2.26W)  
 
 

 
Figure 9. FINECone 165woofer response imported into FINE X-over as FSIM 

 
 
FINECone was used to simulate a solution to the bad woofer response, and the improved woofer 
response was imported into FINE X-over, see Fig. 10. Now a good response can be achieved with 
a suitable X-over.  
 
In addition we have simulated the effect of the Baffle on the response by the 72.1uF//2.2 ohms in 
series. The cabinet front baffle will lower the response level up to the actual frequency (1004 Hz), 
indicated by the grey pointer. (The grey response is without baffle simulation) 
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Figure 10. Simulated solution imported from FINECone + baffle simulation 
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Off-axis Response Examples 
 
To achieve the highest quality speaker system design it is recommended to measure and optimise 
both the on-axis as well as off-axis responses. This is possible in FINE X-over, see the following 2-
way speaker system in the next Fig. 11. 
 
 

 
Figure 11. On and Off-axis curves calculated with X-over 

 
The blue curve is the 30 degree off-axis response calculated with the same filter components as 
the on-axis response. Note that the peak at 6 kHz is hardly visible on the blue curve.  
 
Recent Research in Acoustics has shown that it is most important to keep the off-axis responses 
smooth and controlled. Therefore it is interesting to optimise the off-axis curve(s) while keeping the 
on-axis curve in control. That is what we will do in the next example. 

 
 

 
Figure 12. On and Off-axis curve import 

 
In the curve import screen (Fig. 12) we do a little trick and import the OFF-axis curve first and 
secondly the on-axis response (which is normally used for the off-axis). We may even import up to 
6 off-axis responses 
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However the off-axis response should not be flat as normal, but rather sloping gently downwards 
towards the high frequencies.  
 
Go to the main menu and find “Target” and “System Target” in the drop-down box. Here we will 
modify the target (Fig. 13) to have a -0.5dB/oct slope starting at 1000 Hz.  
 

 

 
Figure 13. Sloping Target setting 

 
Now we are able to optimise the off-axis response to the new sloping target, see Fig. 14. The off-
axis response is now smooth and well-controlled 
 
 

 
Figure 14. X-over Optimised to sloping Off-axis Target 
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3-way X-over 
 

In the next example we will design a more advanced 3-way x-over using the two previous drivers 
as midrange and tweeter and add a new driver as woofer. The new woofer is 8 ohms impedance 
but the two others are 4 and 6 ohms impedance. We will therefore aim at a nominal 4 ohms 
impedance system. We want to design our system with minimum impedance of 3.2 ohms to 
protect the amplifier. 
 

 

 
Figure 15. Woofer response without compensation 

 
Fig. 15 shows the response (–––) of the woofer (SEAS L22RN4X/P), having a downward slope 
and a large peak at 4 kHz. We have chosen the target SPL at 86 dB due to the lower sensitivity, 
and x-over frequency of 500 Hz. The optimised response with a 3rd order-18dB/oct Butterworth 
filter is also shown (note that we have dragged the optimisation range to include the large peak). 
However the optimised section response is far from the red target (––), and we need to do 
something to improve this x-over. We could select a 4th order (24dB/oct) or special x-over, but let 
us instead investigate the cause of the bad response.  
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Figure 16. Woofer (Impedance) compensations 

 
The SEAS L22RN4X/P woofer has a long voice coil and very high impedance above 500 Hz. This 
is the reason why the three x-over components are not really effective. Luckily we have another 
option, namely to compensate for the impedance rise with a capacitor and a resistor, see Fig 16. 
 
In order to view the driver impedance without x-over components, we can select a flat target ( = no 
x-over ). Press the “Advanced” button.  
 
Here we can choose 3 kinds of compensations: 
  
1) Impedance at HF 
2) Resonance peak  
3) Notch (filter) 
 
all indicated by the small sketches. The first will compensate for the impedance rise towards high 
frequencies, the second will compensate for the woofer resonance Fs and the last is a tuneable 
notch filter. 
 
For this application we can use both the first and last, but we have chosen the first impedance 
compensation, because it only needs two components. We have initially set F to 300 Hz 
(frequency where the imp has increased by about 3 dB), after trying a couple of other values we 
set R to 8 ohms and get the nice flat impedance curve, which is shown in blue (Fig. 16). 
  
The new optimised woofer response is shown in Fig. 17, and is now following the red target really 
well, while keeping above minimum impedance.  
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Figure 17. Optimised Woofer section with compensation 

 
 
Moving to the next driver section, we want to use the SKO130 now as midrange. Therefore we 
need to choose two x-over frequencies to form the necessary band-pass filter, see Fig. 18. The 
lower (x-over freq.) is already chosen at 500 Hz and we select the upper above 4000 Hz, to relieve 
the tweeter for the low frequencies. 
 

 

 
Figure 18. Midrange variable Target setup 
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This time the attenuator option has been selected as we need to lower the output from the more 
sensitive midrange to match the target SPL of the woofer (86dB). The attenuation is set to 5 dB, 
but this is actually not so important, because the optimiser will find the best setting also for the 
attenuator components.  
 
Fig. 18 also shows that it is possible to specify for instance a 3rd order target with a 2nd order 
network because “Target as Network” has been deselected.  
 
After extending the optimisation range to 6000 Hz, we get the optimised band-pass response, see 
Fig. 19. We have used the default optimise settings, however we have deselected “Shape more 
important than level” to aim for the best absolute band-pass response. 
 
 

 
Figure 19. Optimised band-pass for midrange 

 
The tweeter section is optimised like the first 2-way x-over, except that we have chosen a 3rd order 
target. We need an attenuator like in the midrange case due to the lower sensitivity of the woofer. 
We use 6 dB attenuation and optimise without “Shape more important than level” set. The 
optimised tweeter section is shown as Fig. 20.  
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Figure 20. Optimised tweeter section 

 
We have now finished the Wizard and it is time to view the total response, see Fig. 21.  
 

 
Figure 21. Total system response with problem 
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This response is not really good, maybe to our surprise. But when we check the driver responses 
we see the midrange and tweeter are reaching well together. The reason for the two drivers not 
summing together is that they are acoustically out of phase. 
 
There are basically two ways to change the acoustical phase between drivers: A) To invert the + 
and – terminals or B) Move the drivers physically (Delay). First we try A and later B. 
 
 

A) Midrange inverted  
 

We can easily change the electrical phase of the midrange (+ and – terminals) by clicking on the 
midrange driver symbol and set a mark for “Phase Invert” for the midrange (Fig.22).  

 
 
 

 
Figure 22. Driver Phase setting 

 
 
The response is now without the dips at 400 and 5000Hz, but still not flat. We may optimise the 
total system response at once, however there is a big risk for the optimiser to end up with a 
strange X-over, because there may be too many components to optimise. 
  
Therefore we need to guide the optimiser by selecting only few components to optimise. The rule 
is “better few than many”. In the 1st woofer section, we have fixed the two capacitors by double-
clicking to remove the red variable arrow, since this will also keep the impedance compensation 
circuit (C+R). 
 
The midrange section components are changed to allow an earlier cut off. This includes the 
parallel capacitor, which is now fixed to 16 uF (was 0). These changes were done by clicking on 
one component and quickly rolling through all available values (here E24 range) using the mouse 
wheel, while watching the curves change simultaneously on the screen (see Fig. 23). The 
midrange is the most difficult to design and therefore all other components were left as variable for 
the optimiser. 
 
The capacitor in the tweeter section was fixed, in order to keep the nice tweeter response. Finally 
we select “System Optimisation” from 150-15 kHz with “Consider Low Impedance” checked, to get 
the flattest response while keeping the impedance above the minimum 3.2 ohms. 
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Figure 23. Component adjusting before final Optimisation 

 
 
The final response is quite flat, within +/- 1dB from 90 Hz to 20 kHz. The total impedance is above 
the required minimum impedance of 3.2 0hms (10-20000 Hz). 
 
We have further simplified the X-over as follows. The second inductance in section 1 (woofer) is 
just 0.56 mH and may be omitted. By right-clicking on the component we get a menu where we 
can de-activate the inductor, Fig. 24. 
 

 
We see that the change is less than 1 dB, so we select “Short 
circuit” under “Series Branch Type”. Likewise we decide to omit 
the parallel resistors in section 2 and 3 (Mid + TW). 
 
Interestingly we began with a 3rd order (18dB/oct) filter for the 
woofer but left out a component, so 2nd order (12dB/Oct) was 
enough.  
 
 
 
 

 Figure 24. Right-click menu 
 
Up to this point we have assumed the inductors being ideal i.e. without resistance (RL). Now we 
want to include a resistance of 0.4 ohms in all inductors. Right-click the inductor for section 1 
(2.0mH) and get the component branch edit for the inductor (L) Fig. 24. The Inductor Series RL is 
entered as 0.4 ohms. The upper right “series Branch Type” also displays some of the possibilities 
to insert up to 3 other components in various ways. This includes “Short circuit” and “Open circuit” 
which can be used to remove components.  
 
All the above changes were done and fine-tuned in Fig.25 by using System Optimisation again. 
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Figure 25. Final optimised 3-way X-over 

 
 

B) Midrange and Tweeter with Delay 
 
 
Instead of inverting the terminal of the midrange we can simulate changes to the driver positions 
by introducing delay, see Fig. 26. By clicking and rolling with the mouse wheel the user can 
simulate +/- movements of the driver recessed in or protruding from the baffle. 
 
It is possible to find the best position by observing the acoustical phase of the individual drivers. 
 

 

 
Figure 26. Driver Delay 
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The resulting response with all drivers in (electrical) phase is shown in Fig. 27. The driver 
responses are actually improved and the midrange is working better. 

 
 

 
Figure 27. 3-way x-over with Midrange and Tweeter Delay 
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2.5-way X-over 
 
In a multiple woofer design the engineer often want to have all woofers working together at low 
frequencies but only use one of the drivers to extend up to the midrange or tweeter. 
 
The following example is exactly that, which we call a 2.5-way system design. We have used 
L22RN4XP woofer in the first section. The second woofer SKO130 input is taken from the first 
woofer terminals, 
see Fig. 28, where you select the LF input by one click.  
 
The frequency response shows that the two woofers work nicely together at low frequencies and 
the second (purple) woofer response extend well up to the tweeter. 
 
 

 
Figure 28. 2.5way X-over (Tapped woofer) 
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Power in Drivers and Components 
 
 
Finally we may inspect the component and driver power in all the x-over sections. Press the 
button  to display the Power in section 2 (Midrange) of the 3-way X-over (Fig. 29): 
 
Here is the real power calculated for the resistive components and the driver. The input is 100W 
(RMS) in nominal 4 ohms, with a power spectrum per IEC 60268-1, to simulate “normal” music. 
 
The power for the driver is 3.83W , which seems little. However the impedance of the driver is 
higher than 4 ohms over most of the spectrum, the x-over frequency is 500 Hz, and the power is 
reduced due to the IEC 60268-1 spectrum. 
 
Note that the power in the serial inductor is 326mW, which is due to the 0.4 ohms RL. The power 
in the attenuation resistor is 3.83W. The power in the resistors and coils can be rather high and is 
therefore quite important! 
 

 
Figure 29. Real Power in 3-way section 2 (Midrange) 

 
 

  
 
The above section buttons provide fast access to:  

1. Response Input 
2. Target 
3. Network 
4. Optimise 
5. Power Analysis 

 
 
Finally we may go into “Settings” to enter the tab: Component Adjustments (Fig. 30). Here we can 
set which range of standard components we want. First was used the E24 range, which is the 
most accurate. Selecting E12 or maybe 5% will use less accurate and therefore less expensive 
components. However new simulations may be necessary to optimise for the best response. 
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Figure 30. Component Adjustment Settings 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 31. Colour Settings 
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FINEBox is the ideal Box Design Program for all Loudspeakers including Micro 
and PA drivers.  
 
Simulation of Voice Coil Temperature and Compression at High Power in 
closed Box, Reflex, ABR, Band-pass and Inter-Port alignments. All Non-Linear 
T/S parameters + Thermal data can be imported directly from FINEMotor.  
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1: FINEBox 3D Power Compression Response versus Time 

 
   

 

Figure 2: FINEBox calculated Compression using import from FINEMotor 

 
 

 

Figure 3: Compression with Ferrofluid + Tighter Air gap from FINEMotor
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Micro Loudspeaker / Receiver Box Design 
 
 
 
 
 
Micro loudspeakers and receivers can be designed in FINEMotor2008 and imported 
into FINEBox, where the acoustic loading / box volume and tuning can be simulated.  
 
 

 

Figure 4: 15mm micro speaker in closed___/Band pass___/ damped InterPort___  

 
Now we will start a 15mm box design by importing a FINEMotor file (with T/S 
parameters and thermal data) directly into FINEBox by pressing the “Read Unit” 
button.           
 
(Fig. 5) defines the additional information, first is the distance from winding to 
diaphragm, which here is 0, since the VC is glued directly to the diaphragm. The 
second number is the thermal conductivity, which here is the lower number 0.45 
Wm/K for isolating materials. The linear excursion Xmax=0.276mm is also imported. 

 

 

Figure 5: Thermal Info Input 
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Fig. 6 shows the complete driver data, imported from FINEMotor. The thermal time 

constants of the VC and motor are automatically calculated. 
 

 

 

Figure 6: Complete 15mm micro speaker data imported from FINEMotor 

 
First the 15mm micro speaker/receiver unit is put it a closed box volume of 0.1 L 
(100ccm) by selecting the upper left button “Closed Box” and adjusting the (Front-) 
volume to 0.100 L by rolling the mouse wheel. This is shown as the blue curve in 
Fig.4 (Button #2).  
 

 

Figure 7: FINEBox Acoustic Loadings 

 
The blue curve (#2) has an impedance peak close to 400 Hz, which is the resonance 
Fs. The input voltage was adjusted to give an Xmax excursion of 0.28mm, (= Xmlin: 
max excursion with Voice Coil still in the gap). This gives a max SPL of 81dB at 0.1m 
defined by the frequency range indicated by the green line. See also later Fig.10. 
 
In contrast the red curve #3 is a Bandpass design, with a small hole (port) in front of 
the speaker. This port is tuned to 5000 Hz, after which the response drops at higher 
frequencies. Again the input voltage was adjusted to give a max excursion of 
0.28mm, giving a max SPL of ~83.7 dB at 0.1m. However there is a very large peak 
at 5000 Hz. 
 
Choosing the InterPort option (Figs.4 & 7) and adjusting the InterPort Q to 0.9, (Fig. 
8) brings down the peak and gives a quite flat Bandpass response. The high 
damping (lower Q) is made by covering the (Inter-) port with a cloth or felt, which will 
pass air but add damping. Actually the front port can be damped in the same way. 
Max SPL (2-5 kHz) is dB. 
 
The VC and magnet temperature is in the upper right picture. The VC is at 28.9C 
which is no problem. See the next two sections regarding high power simulations.  
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Figure 8: Setting of Port Q and damping 

 
The ports can be changed by modifying the port diameters (Fig. 9), and the length 
will automatically be calculated according to the chosen tuning frequency. A flange 
(trumpet) can reduce port noise/whistling. 
 

 

 

Figure 9: Change of Port diameters and calculated lengths 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Excursion of 15mm closed/Band pass/InterPort from Fig. 4 

 
Fig. 10 shows the VC excursion of the 3 designs, where the input was set to produce 
0.28mm (Xmlin) at the resonance frequency (Fs) in the box. Because the excursion 
is increased at low frequencies, the design with the higher box resonance (green #4) 
can produce a higher SPL in the pass band. In order to prevent problems, it is 
advisable to insert a High Pass filter to limit the low frequencies below Fs. 
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15 inch PRO-Sound Woofer 
 

We will show how a typical 15inch PA woofer and Bass Reflex enclosure was 
simulated in FINEBox with regards to driver non-linearities and compression at 
various power levels. 
 
The driver is Celestion Frontline 15, which has a die-cast aluminum frame, 
4in/100mm voice coil and a large ferrite motor.  
 
Frontline 15 main data: 
Nominal impedance   8 ohms 
Rated Power (Pink Noise)          600 W (rms) 
Voice coil Travel Xmax (+/-)  3.7 mm 
Voice Coil Resistance (DCR)  6.0 ohms 
Force Factor             25.6 Tm 
Free air Resonance (Fs)           37 Hz 
Moving Mass incl. air load         109.5 g 
Effective Cone Area          855.3 sq. cm 
Vas            173.6 liters 
Qms     5.6 
Qts     0.22 
 
Since we have previously modeled the Frontline 15 woofer in FINEMotor, we can 
import the non-linear T/S parameters and thermal data directly into FINEBox by 
pressing the “Read Unit” button.          
 
Use 40mm and 700 Wm/K for initial input, see next page. (This is the 15inch Reflex 
Box.fb1 example file). 
 
Press the driver button to view these data (Fig. 11), which include mechanical 
dimensions plus voice coil and magnet system masses besides the thermal Time 
Constants. (For example the voice coil Time Constant indicates the linear start of the 
exponential voice coil heating, i.e. similar to the charging of a capacitor). 
 

 

Figure 11: 15inch woofer data imported from FINEMotor 

Note the (VC-) former conductivity is increased from 0.45 for Kapton to 700 Wm/K in 
order to estimate the cooling of the ø60mm pole vent. Distance from coil to former 
top is 40mm, and the bottom plate is tapering to 7mm, so the thickness is set to 
7mm. Set power to 600W. 
 
The voice coil thermal Time Constant is 15.45 seconds compared to 1926.63 s for 
the Magnet (system), Fig. 11. So the voice coil will heat up much faster than the 
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motor, also because the magnet and steel mass is much higher than the voice coil 
mass. 
 
Open the 15inch Reflex Box.fb1 example and select one of the 3D view buttons 

 and view the high power response using the non-linear T/S parameters 
(Bring the response in view using the –10dB arrow). Fig. 12 shows the perspective 
3D view. Note the 3rd axis, which is Time. The response on the “left rear wall” is the 
initial low frequency system response, which can also be viewed below on the 2D 
normal frequency response curve.  
 
The red “carpet” shows what happens with the response when the 600W high input 
power is applied for a long time. 
 

 
 

Figure 12: 3D Frequency / Time response 

 
Note: You can rotate the 3D curve left/right and up/down by dragging! And the divider 
between 2D and 3D windows can move up/down. 
 
Between 10-100 seconds the curve is changing in SPL level and response shape 
first due to heating of the voice coil, which is increasing the DCR value, and later 
heating of the magnet system. 
 
 

 

Figure 13:  Time Curtain setting 

Figure 13 shows the “Digital Clock” used to set the time of the “Glass Layer” Curtain, 
to select a detailed response. Use the slider to adjust.  
 
Note: The time axis is logarithmic enabling the user to see both the short voice coil 
time constant and the much longer magnet system time constant. 
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Figure 14:  VC and motor temperatures 

 
Set the time Curtain at 10min10s (=610s), and the Temperature view (Fig. 14) shows 
the high temperature of the voice coil (284.0C) and magnet system (30.3C). At this 
time the magnet system has not yet heated up. Selecting max time = 4:00:00 shows 
the motor + voice coil fully heated which gives a magnet system temperature of 
57.2C, while the voice coil is 305.5C (from 15inch Reflex Box.fb1 example) 
 
 

15 inch Bass reflex Enclosure 
 

Due to the very low Qts we can expect to use this woofer with a bass reflex 
enclosure having a volume much lower than Vas. Accepting the default volume of 
25L and selecting a tuning frequency Fb of 63Hz (Use the mouse wheel for easy 
tuning and Volume) gives a rounded QB3 type response with –3dB at 90Hz. View 
these details on the lower 2D frequency response, Fig. 15. However we would like 
some more bass extension. Press Step and change the volume to 44L and the new 
curve #2 (blue) shows a –3dB point of 65Hz and this response is quite close to a B4 
(4’th order Butterworth/maximally flat). 
 
Note: Use                to export the response + impedance to FINE X-over, and here 
calculate the actual power with crossover. For example the real power in this woofer 
would go down from 600W to 209W with one series 2.2mH inductor 
 
 

 

Figure 15:  15inch Bass Reflex Box at 600W, 25L___/44L___ 

 
When the [1] [2] buttons next to the 2D frequency response are selected, we also see 
a copy of the “curtain” frequency response i.e. the response WITH compression 
(solid line). In this case at the max time (4:00:00) and 600W power, the response is 
no longer flat, but has a peak at 100Hz.  
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The difference between the dashed and solid curves is the compression. The 
compression of the blue curve (#2) is only 1dB at 100Hz, increasing to around 6dB 
below and over this frequency (less due to VC inductance).  

 
Fig. 16 shows the port for the 63Hz tuning: The flange reduces port noise. 
 

 

 

Figure 16:  Flanged Bass Reflex Port 

 
The next example will demonstrate closed Box, Reflex, ABR (Passive), Band-pass 
and Inter-Port alignments in detail. 
 
 

15 inch Bass reflex using Isobarik (dual) Woofers 
 

    

Figure 17: Alternative Isobarik (dual) Woofers 

 
The Isobarik concept is simply two woofers put together face to face. Two examples 
are shown above, and effectively the two woofers will perform as one “super-” woofer 
with double mass and half Vas and impedance when the two Voice Coils are 
connected in parallel. 
 
The previous bass reflex box of 44 litres is shown in Fig.18 as the orange response, 
and the red response is an Isobarik consisting of two of the same 15” woofers. Note 
the box size is now only 22 litres, due to the Isobarik principle. (The red curve was 
moved 1 dB up for clarity).  
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Figure 18: 15" Isobarik Woofer in 22L Bass Reflex Box__ (+1 dB up for clarity) / 

Single woofer in 44L Bass reflex Box___ 

 
 
 
 

8 inch Woofer in different Enclosures 
 
We are going to build several enclosures using the same 8inch woofer to 
demonstrate the difference in performance. (Saved as example files). The driver is 
SEAS L22RN4X/P, which has the following data: 
 
SEAS L22RN4X/P main data: 
Nominal impedance     8 ohms 
Long Term maximum Power           125 W 
Linear voice coil Travel (p-p)  14 mm 
Voice Coil Resistance (DCR)   6.1 ohms 
Force Factor              10.7 Tm 
Free air Resonance (Fs)            23 Hz 
Moving Mass incl. air load            44.9 g 
Effective Cone Area           220 sq. cm 
Vas               72  
Qms      3.62 
Qes      0.35 
Qts      0.32 
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Closed box 
 

Let us start with a closed box. Select the Closed Box Alignment and press Reset to 
erase the other simulations. Since the Qts is quite low we can expect that a volume 
much smaller than Vas will work. Let us therefore try with a 25L closed box, which is 
also the default volume.  
 
We have previously modeled the L22RN4X/P woofer in FINEMotor, which means 
that we can import the non-linear T/S parameters and thermal data directly into 
FINEBox by pressing the “Read Unit” button.  
 
The distance from the voice coil winding to the top of the former is approximately 
20mm, but we are setting this value to 0 in order to estimate the effect of the open 
voice coil and phase plug, which provides better cooling. Set the Former conductivity 
to 226 Wm/K for aluminum. 
 
All Driver Parameters can then be viewed by pressing the driver button, see Fig. 19.  
 
 

 

Figure 19: Data imported from FINEMotor 

 
All we have to do in FINEBox is now to set the input power. The L22RN4X/P woofer 
is rated at 125W (Long Term Max by IEC 268-5), which is simulated music signal 
with 1minute On and 2 min. Off. This is effectively a duty cycle of 33% and we may 
therefore set the input power to 1/3 of 125 W, which is 41.7W to see the long term 
effect.  
 
The closed box response is well damped with a box resonance of approximately 
45Hz, indicated by the peak on the shown impedance curve 
.  
Be sure to select max time by pulling the time slider to the right. Press Step and type 
125W as power (nom). The dash-dot curve is the ideal response and the solid curve 
is with compression. #2 ideal response is ~5dB higher in SPL, but with the 
compression increased from 1.5 to 4dB at higher frequencies (until impedance rise), 
we actually only get 2.5dB more SPL. However the compression around resonance 
is much reduced, less than 1 dB. 
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Figure 20:  Closed box compression at 41.7 and 125W 

 
 

 

Figure 21:  VC and motor temperatures 

 
Set the time Curtain to 2min25s (=145s), and Figure 21 shows the high temperature 
of the voice coil (153.2C) and magnet system (23.2C) with 125W input. At this time 
the magnet system has not yet heated up. Selecting max time = 4:00:00 shows the 
motor + voice coil fully heated which gives a magnet system temperature of 46.2C, 
while the voice coil is 173.6C.  
 
By pressing the Vent & Xmax tab we get the actual unit displacement (excursion) in 
millimeters (mm). The max displacement is reaching 8mm below resonance, which is 
acceptable. 
 

Bass Reflex Enclosure 
 
 

Press Step and the Bass Reflex alignment button. The new simulation is red and 
shown by the active button #3 (Fig. 22). (You may right-click the #1 button to turn if 
off for now). This response is unacceptable with the high peak at 60Hz. The solution 
is a lower tuning frequency Fb. #4 curve (green) is therefore tuned to 27Hz and gives 
a nice QB3 type response with a rounded corner. The dashed responses are the unit 
SPL alone. (The long time responses are not shown for clarity) 
 
In order to make a B4 (maximally flat/ Butterworth) response we need a larger 
volume. The last curve #5 (violet) is a 36 L box and is tuned to 30Hz. Note the corner 
is now filled out.  
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Figure 22:  Four different Bass Reflex Simulations 

 

Figure 23:  High Power Bass Reflex versus Closed Box 

In comparison let us examine the high power responses after 4 hours input, in detail. 
Set the “Digital Clock” (Time Curtain) to 4:00:00 and see the compressed responses 
(2D buttons [1] & [2] must be depressed). Since we want to compare the last #5 
response (bass reflex) against the first (closed box #2) we can turn off buttons #3 
and #4 by right-clicking them (right-click to turn on again). See Fig. 23. 
 
We now see two new curves below the previous. These are the system responses 
after 4 hours transferred from the 3D view and we see both responses are about 4dB 
lower above 200 Hz, but the reflex curve now has a large bump at 50Hz compared to 
the closed box, which has a more flat response. Unit and port responses are shown 
as dashed for the bass reflex simulation. 
 
So both responses are compressed at higher frequencies but the reflex curve has 
changed to a non-flat response with a pronounced bumpy bass, which was not the 
intention.  
 
At this point you can use FINEBox to experiment and test alternative tunings, 
alignments, boxes, drivers etc. Even changes to drivers can be suggested with 
FINEMotor and simulated in FINEBox. 
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Press the “Vent and Xmax” tab and we get curves over unit displacement, Fig. 24 
(the previous high power curves are also visible). The closed box has a max 
displacement of 13mm below 50Hz, which is a little more than allowed (10.5). The 
reflex in comparison shows reduced unit displacement around 27 Hz due to the reflex 
port “taking over”, but increased displacement below 20 Hz. However the energy 
content of normal music is much reduced below 20Hz. The bass reflex design may 
therefore be preferable. 
 
Press the button: “Reflex port Velocity” in 2D controls (#8). This curve is the speed of 
the air in the port (vent) and is much too high at low frequencies. The rule is to keep 
the vent speed below 14m/s to avoid “whistling”. Press the “port” button to edit the 
port dimensions, see Fig. 6. Let us increase the port diameter to 10cm. Curve #6 
shows the resulting vent speed, which is now acceptable. We may select the flanged 
option to further reduce noise. 
 
 

 

Figure 24: Vent Speed and Xmax of closed and Reflex Box  

 
The port length is 64.6cm, which may be too large. Choosing a smaller diameter will 
increase the vent speed at low frequencies and it may be possible to find a good 
compromise between port diameters and vent speed, because the energy content of 
normal music is reduced below 20-50Hz. 
 

 
 
 

ABR – Passive Radiator Enclosure 
 
An alternative to the bass reflex enclosure is the ABR or passive radiator enclosure. 
Instead of a tuned port tube a woofer without motor can be used as resonator. The 
advantage is absence of port noise and suppression of un-damped resonances from 
inside the cabinet. The ABR can be made using a shallow cone with surround + 
added mass for tuning.  
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Fig. 25 shows the 36Liter bass reflex box tuned to 27 Hz from the previous example, 
as the blue curve. The red curve is the comparable ABR having a moving mass of 
70g to provide close to the same tuning and pass band response. The ABR data are 
shown in Fig. xxx. The Fs of the ABR is 15Hz, which causes a notch in the response 
at that frequency, therefore changing the slope of the low frequency response. The 
ABR Fs should therefore be placed well under the pass band. 
 
 

 

Figure 25: ABR response___ compared to bass reflex___ 
 
The passive ABR unit can be designed by pressing the [ ABR ] button to get the 
dialogue shown in Fig. 26.  

 
 

 

Figure 26: Passive ABR unit designer 

 
The ABR unit will have its own resonance Fs just like the cone Fo (Use FINEMotor to 
calculate the compliance and Fs of the ABR). Fig.26 shows the dialogue which is 
used to specify the ABR. The moving mass is the combination of the passive cone 
+½ surround, plus an added mass. Increasing the added mass will work like a lower 
tuning frequency in the box. 
 
Choosing an ABR with the same area as the woofer cone area Sd, puts high 
demands on the excursion capability of the ABR. This is calculated in FINEBox under 
the [Vent and Xmax] tab. The excursion can be reduced by choosing a larger ABR 
diaphragm area, but the added mass must be increased. (by the power of 2). All this 
is calculated automatically and the user can just experiment with different inputs. 
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Band Pass Enclosure 
 
First we will press Reset and OK to keep only the last bass reflex simulation on the 
screen for comparison. Then press Step and the Band Pass alignment button. The 
new simulation is blue and shown by the active button #2 (Fig. 27). However this 
response is tilted and not good due to mistuning. Chance the tuning to 45Hz (press 
the step button each time to keep the old responses) and see a nice symmetrical 
response, but with limited bandwidth. In addition the box is quite large, 36+25 = 61L.  

Note: To avoid too many curves you may deselect the selected time SPL  for now. 
 

 

Figure 27:  Band Pass simulations with compression 

 

 

Figure 28:  Band Pass Response has less compression 

The front volume can safely be made smaller, let us try 16 l and 47Hz tuning, which 
becomes simulation #4. Interestingly the low end is unchanged and the top is much 
reduced in level making the response more band pass. There are several ways to 
design Band Pass systems and we will only show another here. Change the front 
volume to 10 l and the rear volume to 15 l plus 53Hz tuning and we get a new more 
flat Band Pass response (#5) slightly lower in level and with more high frequency 
extension.  

 
Fig. 28 shows the #5 response maintains the Band Pass shape with high input power 
and has less compression.  
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InterPort Enclosure 
 

In comparison let us test an InterPort design. A front volume of 20 l and 15l rear 
tuned to 65Hz works fine (#6). The sensitivity is high but with less low frequency 
extension.  
 
Note the limited displacement of the band pass design #6 (Fig. 29), which exceeds 
Xmax (dashed horizontal line close to 7mm) below 53 Hz indicated by the upper 
green wide line. #5 is below Xmax down to 40 Hz, which is clearly better. 
 
The InterPort displacements are limited at low frequencies, like the previous bass 
reflex. However the energy content of normal music is reduced below 20-50Hz, 
which will limit the displacement. 
 
 

 

Figure 29: Band Pass and InterPort unit displacements 

 
Press the Ports button to design the InterPort. Choose between normal and flanged 
port like the bass reflex, but in addition a simple port may be selected. Note the 
option to keep tuning when editing port details. 
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Spliced Simulated + Measured Responses 
 

 

 

Figure 30: Simulation with spliced response from 500 Hz 

 
Further it is possible to mix a simulated response with a measured one from for 
example FINELab, or a simulated response from other software simulations, see 
Fig.30. Here the simulated response 6_5 Woofer Large Dust Cap.FSIM was spliced 
to the FINEBox 8inch bass reflex simulation at 500 Hz. In addition the level was 
matched (at 500 Hz) by checking the Track level box [x]. 
 
The magnitude of the combined response may even be exported, for example to 
FINE X-over. Export the combined response in the FSIM format, which can be read 
by other FINE programs, by pressing the button. 
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HOW TO GET STARTED 
 

IMPORTANT 

 

1. First install FINELab QC software from the CD without hardware connected. 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

2. Then connect the power supply to the hardware box 
 

3. Connect the hardware box to the computer with the USB cable 
 

4. Install sound driver UA-25 from the CD 
 

5. Start FINEQC and log in as engineer (no password needed now) 
 

6. Calibrate FINEQC according to page 3, 4, 5 and 6 
 
 
 

Now the system is ready to run. 
 
 
 

• Open some example files, which are shown in this manual at page 19 
 

• Start your own measurements using either: New “based on” existing file or New 
 

• When defining your test with “Edit QC test” use “select Bands” to load standard limits like 
Tweeter, Subwoofer etc. 

 

• When you have used FINEQC for some time, please tell us what you like and dislike and give 
us your proposal to improve the system. We will then try to make the system better and give 
you a free update for your help. 
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1. FINELab CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 
 
 
 

1.1 Output level 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Soundcard only: 
Connect UA-25xx output (Phone/Jack) to the input of your amplifier. 
 
Make sure the output (upper right on the UA-25xx) is turned fully up. Then 
turn the volume on your amplifier almost half way up, until reading appr. 0.7- 
1.4Vrms, when clicking “Test”. 
 
Connect a True RMS Voltmeter to the output of FINELab/Power amplifier. 
 Click “Test” button. 
 
An RMS Voltage around 1V RMS should be measured on the Voltmeter. Enter the measured RMS 
Voltage in the empty field “[   ] V rms” and click “Set Cal.” button. The calibration of the Output 
level is now done. 
 
Note (soundcard): Keep the volume setting on your amplifier, and use the 
Output Level setting in “Edit that” to set the output voltage (Vrms). 
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1.2 SPL Loopback calibration 
 

 
 
Select “2 – SPL Loopback” at the upper right of the window. This is a full range response and level 
calibration of the SPL.  
 
Connect Output to Microphone Input with the special loopback cable (see the figure below) and click 
‘Test’ button. Soundcard: use output from amplifier to Input1/L. Keep the input sensitivity about horizontal 
(lower left on UA-25xx) and avoid overload. Increase microphone/input sensitivity later if needed. 
 

 
 
After the recommended calibration and response correction is displayed, click “Set Cal.” button. Now 
the SPL loopback calibration is finished. 
 
Soundcard: Keep this volume setting on your amplifier, if you want to keep the SPL calibration. Otherwise 
just repeat the SPL Loopback calibration. 
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1.3 Impedance (Z) calibration using FINELab hardware 
 

 
 
Select “3 – Z Loopback” at the upper right of the window. This is the full range response and level 
calibration of the impedance.  
 
FINE(Lab) - Do the following steps to calibrate the impedance: (See Soundcard version on next page) 
 

1. Take a 4 ohms 5W resistor ( or closest available) 
 
2. Measure the resistor with an accurate Low Ohms Digital Multimeter. The value should have 

two decimals, e.g. 4.31 ohms. 
 

3. Connect the resistor to the Output; shown in the figure below (You may include your cables to 
make a more accurate calibration). Enter the measured resistor value in the empty field 
“[          ] Ohms” and click “Test” button.  

 

 
 
 

4. After the recommended calibration and response correction are displayed, click “Set Cal.” 
button. The calibration is finished. 
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1.4 Impedance (Z) Calibration using soundcard 
 

1. Take a 4 ohms 5W resistor ( or closest available) 
 

2. Measure the resistor with an accurate Low Ohms Digital Multimeter, preferably with two 
decimals, e.g. 4.31 ohms. Or use the given value. 

 
3. Replace the loudspeaker, shown in the figure below, with the (4 ohms) resistor. Connect the 

two cable leads across the (0.10 ohms) series resistor as shown in the diagram. This cable 
should be connected to the right input (2/R) using XLR connector. 

 
4. Turn the right channel input Attenuator (Sens.) fully down as indicated ___. Enter the 

measured resistor value from 2) in the empty field “[ ] Ohms” and click “Test” button. (Mon SW 
should NOT be active – no red light). 

 
5. After the recommended calibration and response correction are displayed, click “Set Cal.” 

button. The calibration is finished. Note: You can measure both SPL and Impedance 
simultaneously with a two channel soundcard (UA-25xx) 

 

 

 

 
Note: You can measure both SPL and Impedance simultaneously with a two-channel 
 soundcard (UA-25xx)
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1.5 Microphone calibration 
 

 
 
 
A). Calibration using microphone data: 
 
The microphone sensitivity can be found from the LOUDSOFT microphone Calibration Sheet 
supplied with the microphone.  
 
Enter the microphone sensitivity value in the empty field “[          ] dB re 1V/Pa”, and click “Set Cal.” 
button. Now the calibration is done.  
 
Note using Soundcard: This calibration (A and B) is only valid if the SPL 
Loopback was done with the current volume (gain) setting of the amplifier. 
 
B). Calibration using a microphone calibrator: 
 
This is the most accurate method. Place the microphone on the calibrator using an adaptor. (See the 
attached sketch showing an adaptor for the LOUDSOFT FL1 microphone.)  
 
Switch on the calibrator and hold the microphone firmly (the sound from the calibrator is then barely 
heard).  
 
Press the test button and the measured microphone sensitivity is displayed.  
 
Press the “Set Cal.” button to use this. The microphone calibrator must give 1 Pa (94 dB SPL). 
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1.6 Adapter for LOUDSOFT FL1 microphone 
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2. FINELab HARDWARE (Box)  
 

2.1 Front panel 
 
 

 
 
 

1. USB Blue LED 
 
When FINELab is connected to the computer with a USB cable, the blue USB light LED is on. 
 
 
2. Microphone input  
 

 
 
Phantom power (48 V) is provided for XLR type connections, allowing you to connect a condenser 
microphone that requires phantom power.  
NB: REMEMBER TO SET THE REAR PHANTOM 48V SWITCH TO ON! (SEE PAGE 9) 
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3. Amplifier output - Speakon connector 
 
 
 

 
You can use the Speakon connector to connect a loudspeaker. 
 
 
 

 

 
Speakon rear connections 

 
 
 
 

 
4. Amplifier output - Banana connector 

 
 

 
Or, you can use the banana connectors to connect a loudspeaker. 
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2.2 Rear panel 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Power Input jack: 15 V DC 
 
2. 48 V Phantom Power Switch on/off button: Must be on with the LOUDSOFT FL1 

Condenser Microphone. 
 

3. USB connector: Use a USB cable to connect the FINELab hardware (Box) to your computer. 
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2.3 Main Specifications 
 
 

Signal Processing 
PC interface: 24 bits 
AD/DA Conversion: 24 bits (linear) 
 
Sampling Frequency 
AD/DA Conversion: 48 kHz 
 
Frequency Response 
SPL: 20 Hz to 20 kHz (±0.5 dB) 
Impedance: 10 Hz to 20 kHz (±10%) 
 
Nominal Input Level 
XLR 0-100 mV RMS 
 
Interface 
USB 1.0 
 
Amplifier 
Output Power: 35 W (2 ohms load, Max THD<1%, 1 kHz) 
     20 W (4 ohms load, Max THD<1%, 1 kHz) 
Protection: Short circuit. 
                  Over temperature shutdown.  
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3.LOGIN - Users 
 

 
 

FINELab start screen 
 
 
 
You can login the first time as Engineer without a password. To setup Users you need to login as 
“Administrator”. The default password is “FINELAB” (Capital letters!). 
 
There are 4 default user levels: Administrator/Engineer/QA/Tester. Each has limited access, except 
the Administrator. You can setup User Passwords and change all as Administrator: [Admin 
Options/Users]. 
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4. T U T O R I A L 
 

4.1 Statistics 
 
The FINELab Start Screen is shown on page 13. Without logging in all users can directly load 
Measurement Files and view Statistics from automatically saved QC test series. An example is 
shown in the next picture which is the result of a previous test series: 
 

 
Figure 1 - Statistical Result of previous QC Test Series 

 
The frequency responses of all units tested are shown in the upper window as green lines, with the 
tolerance limits shown in red. The average of all responses is shown in violet, however you can 
select to view all Pass or Fail for SPL, Impedance, Sensitivity or Polarity as you wish plus getting the 
test yield for each. 
 
The middle window shows the same responses as above, but now plotted relative to the reference 
(blue). For example a change in sensitivity is very easy to see this way. 
 
The Impedance with limits is plotted in the lower window. The average of all responses is shown as 
the violet curve and the reference as the blue response. 
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4.2 QC Testing 
 
This time I log in as an engineer with my own password and select “2,5in_Fullrange2” and “Run that 
Test”. The following screen appears: 
 

 
Figure 2 – FINE QC Test Details 

 
After filling in the Batch number and customer name this series will start with #1 and automatically 
count up as you test. If you enter the last tested number instead, FINELab will count up from that. 
 

 
Figure 3 – FINE QC Test Display: SPL FAIL at 3.5 kHz 
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As a good rule I will start by testing my reference driver by pressing “Single/Re-Test”, which ensures 
that this initial reference test will not be saved in the test series. (I can accept small sensitivity 
changes of the measured reference driver response if caused by a change in environment 
temperature). 
 
I start the test by pressing  
 
Now the first driver is tested with a fast sine sweep. In this case the speed was chosen to be 2.5 
seconds, so the tester can listen for distortion and Rub & Buzz while testing. The measured response 
is shown in the upper window as a green curve, with the response limits in red. 
 
If the measured response is exceeding the limits, the colour changes to yellow and SPL: FAIL is 
reported in the right centre window. The large centre window is showing the measured response 
compared to the reference driver. Here it is much easier to see when the response is outside the 
limits, see the example in Fig. 3. 
 
The sensitivity can be defined as an average over a frequency range, in this case 95.1dB (700-
1200Hz). The impedance is measured with the same sweep. That saves time and ensures that the 
level and resonance Fs is the same as in the frequency response. (A too low current may show Fs 
much higher). The polarity is also checked and reported OK. 
 
The next line is (Limits-) Compensation: This is a kind of Sensitivity Controlled Floating Limits. When 
the response is measured it is allowed to move within the limits as determined by the sensitivity 
tolerance. Finally the actual yield of the test is calculated.  
 
As soon as “End Test” is pressed the Statistics of the series is displayed and the user can view 
rejects etc. (see page 14). 
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4.3 Golden Average Driver / Preproduction 
 

 
Figure 4 -Golden Average Driver Auto Finder 

 
When starting a new production, the most important is to find the unit which is closest to the average 
of the good units, so it can be used as reference. 
 
Our pilot run consists of 17 woofers for a 2-way system, which are sorted using the Preproduction 
feature, see Fig. 4. The highlighted driver response (yellow) is Serial No.8 in the table and is the best 
match to the average i.e. the Golden Average Unit.  
 
Note that driver No. 7 is deselected in the table because that response was considered non-typical 
and should not disturb the average. 
 
Should it be necessary to find a similar reference driver later, that can be found by selecting “Best 
Match to Reference”. 
 
Note: You can also use this feature to match drivers or speaker systems! 
 
The matching is using the frequency range of the red limits. You may choose to see the max 
deviation instead. 
 
All the data including phase, can be exported as a *.csv file to Excel, see Fig. 5. The default is export 
of SPL without phase. When you want to export with phase you need to go to ADMIN and set this 
option (see Login in the Reference Manual). 
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Figure 5 – Export of all data to Excel, including phase (if set in Admin) 
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4.4 Edit Limits 
 
From the statistics in Fig. 1, I see that the rejected responses have a dip at 3.5 kHz, but actually it is 
the slope of the peak which has changed. Therefore it makes sense to adjust the limits to allow that. 
Select “Edit that test” from the menu (Fig. 6): 

 

 
Figure 6 – Menu 

 
 

 
Figure 7 - Edit Limits & Sensitivity Band 
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The limits are broken up in ranges separated by white square points ( Fig. 7). These can be selected 
and changed individually by clicking with the mouse or by using the up/down arrows for the points. I 
have selected point #10 (shown in magenta when selected) and I can either just drag and move the 
point, or use the upper and lower fields (Red) to change the frequency and dB deviation from the 
reference. 
 
In order to allow for the moved peak I have lowered the frequency of point #10 to 3 kHz (2966 Hz 
magenta) and increased the lower limits to 4.5dB (red). After saving the setup file as 
2,5in_Fullrange3.fts I want to test the batch again and view the statistics, Fig. 8: 
 
This time all responses are within the limits and all units passed. While the difference in the lower 
window seems large, the upper window shows the lower peak being close to the frequency of the 
peak of the reference. 
 
Note that the screen Fig. 7 is also where I have specified the sensitivity range from 700-1200 Hz 
(Blue fields), where the sensitivity is calculated as the average with a +/- 1.5dB tolerance as specified 
in the two lower fields (Blue). The radio button “Compensate” is also activated, meaning that the 
tolerance limits are allowed to move up and down with the same tolerance. This is the most realistic 
way to test the frequency response limits; for example a driver with +1dB sensitivity should be tested 
with the limits offset by +1dB. 
 
The output drive level from the built-in amplifier is here set to 2Vrms, which is producing a reasonably 
high SPL without overloading this 2.5 inch full range speaker. Fig. 7 shows overload (Red) and the 
attenuator should be set one step lower. 
 
If there is casual noise close to the test, you can specify a number of averages (Fig. 7). This way the 
test will automatically repeat the specified number of times, and use the average for testing. 
 

 
Figure 8 – SPL Statistics with adjusted limits 

 
 
Note: When using soundcard - Keep the volume setting on your amplifier, and use the output Level 
(Fig.7) to set the output voltage (Vrms). 
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4.5 Measurement 
 
In this chapter I will show how an entire test setup is created. I select “New” from the menu and get 
the following window (Fig. 9), where I first specify the File name: 

 

 
Figure 9 – Full-range SPL Template 

 
I have selected the “Full-range” standard (Template) from the drop-down menu, which contains 
generic standard templates for the most used speakers. The 2.5second sweep time is slow enough 
for the tester to listen for bad sounding drivers during normal testing. However the best is to find the 
Rub & Buzz using the new FINEBuzz feature, which can be set in “Edit QC Test”. 
 
The limits can be specified in up to 8 bands; in this case the standard template is using 7 bands with 
+/-2dB from 100-1000 Hz, which is the stable mid-band region before break-up. The standard limits 
“Window” or “Mask” is opening up towards low and high frequencies, where we expect more 
deviation due to shifts in resonance frequency Fs and break-up at high frequencies. The user can 
change the limits any time if needed. 
 

 
Figure 10 – Full-range Impedance Template 
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After accepting the SPL limits the Impedance Template appears Fig. 10, with just one range specified 
from 50 to 10,000 Hz. The deviation is here defined as a ratio because we are measuring impedance. 
The max and min ratios are 1.2 (20%) and 0.8 (80%) which I choose to use for now. I may later need 
to open the limits to allow for variation of Fs. 

 
Now I measure the speaker by clicking the “Measure” button. After the sine sweep is played the next 
button down is “Set Window”, which brings up the Time Domain window Fig. 11: 
 

 
Figure 11 - Time Window settings 

 
 
The impulse response is shown in the upper half and the windowed frequency response below. Most 
of the buttons in the upper half are automatically providing scaling of the impulse response. The time 
before the impulse is arriving is called the “Flying Time”, which is the travel time (in air) from the 
speaker cone and until it reaches the microphone. The “Auto delay” button will find this time 
automatically and is on by default. 
 
Note: 
If you move the microphone closer to the speaker after saving the Setup file (*.fts), you may miss 
the initial impulse and the frequency response will look “strange”. If you know that the microphone 
could move say 1cm closer, you should reduce the Initial Delay setting by 2 (1 gives appr.0.7cm). 
 
Therefore I only need to care about the end of the impulse, which is indicated in the lower right field: I 
have chosen 1000 samples or 20.8mS corresponding to 50Hz (using the 1/f ratio) using a 
cosine/Hann window (Cos window Out). 20.8mS is a long time, but is useable in this case because a 
large well damped test box was used with the microphone at ~20cm distance, which can be 
calculated from the initial delay of 562.5uS, giving the actual distance of 19.3cm. 
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The final windowed frequency response is useable from about 50Hz, showing good response from 
150 Hz and almost up to 20 kHz. The acoustic phase response is shown as the dashed line and is 
well behaved and close to minimum phase. 
 
After OK the Z Mode button is pressed to enter the impedance limits screen Fig. 12. First I pressed 
“Measure” to make sure the measured curve is the actual impedance. 
 
I have chosen to modify the pre-defined limits of +/-20% around the Fs impedance peak to allow for a 
natural variation in production. That was done the easy way by simply clicking the white squares and 
dragging the limits with the mouse. Note that the limits are automatically updated in both windows 
when dragging. 
 
Since the impedance measurement is purely electrical, the range and time window is already defined 
when the “Auto delay” is active.  So there is no need to open the “Set Window”. When the limits are 
OK click Save.  
 
 

 
Figure 12 – Impedance Limits, adjusted 

 
 
In this window the engineer can also add a note, which will be displayed for the tester. A typical note 
is shown in Fig.12:  
 
[NB! This driver must be tested in cabinet) 
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Set Sweep Parameters 
 

 
Figure 13 - Sweep Settings 

 
 
 
The sweep can be set as shown. The sweep should be about ½-1 octave longer than the frequency 
range to be measured, but the End frequency should not exceed 23 kHz to avoid false triggering. The 
max sweep time is 2.5 seconds. A sweep time of 0.1s is possible, but minimum 0.5 second is 
recommended, because short sweeps are more noise sensitive. 
 
Note: the sweep changes are not fully active until save and Edit again or Run 
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4.6 Test in a normal room 
 
Fig. 14 shows the response of a satellite speaker tested at 1m in a normal room with the microphone 
in line with the tweeter, which is the normal listening axis. The tweeter of the speaker was about 
82cm above the floor. Note that the low end response is limited around 300Hz. This is unfortunately 
not the true response, but the result of a poor measurement. 
 

 
Figure 14 - Satellite Speaker tested in Normal Room at 1m 

 
 
 
The Time domain impulse response of the satellite is shown in Fig. 14. The main impulse is arriving 
after approximately 3mS corresponding to 1m (the speed of sound is ~343m/s or 0.343m/mS).  
 
However you can see another strong impulse arriving already about 2.5ms after the main impulse. 
That is the reflection from the floor, which is only 82cm below the speaker and microphone, Fig. 15. 
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Figure 15 - Satellite close to floor, Red is Reflection 

 
 

 
Figure 16 - Time Response of Satellite at 1m microphone distance and 82cm above floor 

 
The short time between the two impulses is the reason for the poor low frequency response (Fig. 14) 
Using the 1/f ratio the 2.5ms will only allow 400 Hz as the lowest frequency. Since we are using a 
cosine window we may extend that to 2.7-3mS, but that does not really help.  
 
Fig. 15 is illustrating the problem where the reflection from the floor is too close to the main signal, 
because there is little difference between the direct distance (green arrow) and the reflection path 
(red arrows). We can do two things to improve that: Move the microphone closer to the speaker 
and/or move both speaker and microphone further away from the floor (or other surfaces). 
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Figure 17 – 1/3 Octave Smoothing of Frequency Response (Unsmoothed in dark green) 

 
 
The frequency response in Fig. 16 is quite ragged due to the reflections. You can apply smoothing to 
view the response anyway as in Fig. 17, where 1/3 Octave smoothing was chosen. Comparing with 
the unsmoothed response which is shown behind (dark green), you can still see the dips in the 
response at low frequencies, but it is possible to use such a response for QC-testing. 
 
The dips and peaks can be leveled out by further smoothing up to 1/1 Octave, but that is not 
recommended, because you also hide most of the response problems you want to measure in the 
QC-test. 
 
Note: 
You can use the smoothing feature for room measurements, by including all reflections. Set the Cos 
End to max (~9600) and select for example 1/3 Octave smoothing. This way you can measure the 
actual response at the listening position or anywhere in the room, to estimate the room modes. This 
is particularly useful for positioning of loudspeakers and/or applying damping or room equalization 
(EQ) 
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Figure 18 - Satellite and microphone moved up to 154cm above floor, microphone distance 0.5m 

 

The optimal solution however, is shown in Fig. 18, where both the microphone and speaker has been 
moved up to 154cm from the floor. Because the speaker is quite small it was safe to adjust the 
microphone distance to 0.5m (the distance to the other walls and ceiling is equal to or larger than 
154cm). Due to these precautions, this time we get the reflections much later and can use a window 
of 10.4ms. Therefore we get the real low frequency response of the satellite, starting from 
approximately 150 Hz. 
 

4.7 Subwoofer in Near Field 
The final example is an 8 inch subwoofer which I choose to measure without any baffle or cabinet, 
using the Near Field Measurement method with the microphone very close to the cone. This method 
is quite powerful and will show the full low end response as if the driver was placed in a very large 
baffle (~infinite baffle). The only drawback is that the response is only valid at low frequencies (below 
break-up). The -1dB limit is around 500 Hz for an 8 inch woofer so the LF response and sensitivity 
can be measured well, and the subwoofer roll off can be estimated. 
 
The time domain response is shown as Fig. 19, and no reflections are observed. In fact I have used 
the default 200ms to enable measurement down below 20Hz. The final test screen for the 8 inch 
subwoofer is shown in Fig. 20. The limits are tight from 100-500 Hz which is the piston range before 
break-up. The sensitivity is measured as an average from 100-400Hz. 
 
FINE QC 2 has a Subwoofer2.5s-5k.fts setup file, which is limited to 5k and has FINEBuzz enabled. 
This setup is recommended for subwoofer near-field testing. 
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Figure 19 - 8 inch Woofer measured in NearField 

 
 

 
Figure 20 - 8 inch Subwoofer Test in NearField 
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4.8 FINEBuzz – Rub & Buzz Detection 
 

On the production line it is necessary to check all units for bad sound. The frequency response and 
impedance of a driver or system may well be within limits but can unfortunately still sound bad, for 
example due to a rubbing voice coil or a rattle from the cabinet.  
 
The new FINEBuzz detection method is based on the latest Danish research on hearing 
mechanisms, and uses a completely new algorithm to find the annoying sounds, which cannot be 
detected with conventional methods like THD, high harmonics or IM distortion. The new method is 
extremely sensitive and can detect even the smallest buzzing tinsel in a tweeter. 
 
 

 
Figure 21 - FINEBuzz Setup Screen 

 
Press “Setup R&B Test” to get Fig. 21. The rub and buzz is normally concentrated at low frequencies 
where the driver excursion is high. These annoying sounds, contains high harmonics where the ear is 
most sensitive, especially around 1- 3 kHz. FINEBuzz has a sweeping filter to pick up the rub and 
buzz, which is normally set to a ratio of 5 (5x test frequency) or higher. Ratio 5 is generally 
recommended for most drivers and systems and 5-8 for tweeters. 
 
Assuming silent conditions (See note below) the white limit line is set only 6 dB over the acceptable 
rub and buzz +noise level (blue columns). Most display settings are automatically set, so you only 
need to set the sweep ratio (here 5) and the Limit (Max dB over) and then press “Recalculate”. 
 
You can adjust the white limit line for each blue column individually by clicking it and adjusting the 
level with the mouse wheel, or entering the number in the field at lower right. In Fig. 21 the column 
at 5.3 kHz was selected (light blue) and adjusted up to 7 dB. 
 
Note: Setting the FINEBuzz limit less than the default 10 dB requires very silent test conditions! Use 
a separate test chamber and avoid noise sources like air guns, fans and bumping carts and pallets. 
In this case you can also select “Use HP Filter” normally set at 5000 Hz. This will enhance the high 
harmonics above 5000 Hz, to make the Rub & Buzz detection most sensitive. Use this function with 
care and use a closed test box and avoid high frequency noises! 
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Fig. 22 shows a woofer which failed due to a rubbing voice coil, indicated by the red columns where 
the rub and buzz is above the white maximum line. 
 
 

 
Figure 22 – 6.5inch Woofer with rubbing Voice Coil found with FINEBuzz 

 
It is possible to test Rub & Buzz in 1 second, but I recommend using the longer 2.5s setup, because 
a fast sweep may not contain enough energy to find very small resonances. In the above example, I 
used the 20-5kHz sweep, which further concentrates the energy in this band. 
 
Likewise the tweeter2.5s_200-20k setup is ideal for finding small resonances like buzzing tinsels in 
tweeters. Fig. 23 shows a tweeter with very subtle buzzing tinsel at 900Hz. 
 

 
Figure 23 - Tweeter with very subtle buzzing tinsel at 900Hz 
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4.9 Thiele / Small (TS) Parameters 
Finally I want to measure the TS parameters of a 10 inch subwoofer. Pressing “Edit TS Test” from a 
previously defined QC Test will show the screen in Fig 24: 
 

 
Figure 24 - TS Parameters of 10inch Subwoofer 

 
First I need to input the cone area Sd and Re. I choose to input the effective diameter of 20.7cm 
(centre of surround) and Sd will automatically be calculated. FINELab QC can estimate Re from the 
impedance curve, but in order to get the best accuracy I have measured Re=3.04 ohms with a 
precise Multimeter (DVM). That value is fixed by lock [v]. Now I press “Measure” to get the 
impedance curve (green). 
 
I could choose the standard Added Mass or Added Box method, but the Fixed Mass option is much 
more accurate. However I must cut a typical woofer, so I can weigh the cone + Voice Coil + half 
surround + half spider (including dust cap and glue etc.). This mass (Md) is entered as Diaphragm 
Mass which causes the air load mass (Mair) to be calculated, Md + Mair=Mms. 
 
When the “Calculate” button is pressed, FINELab will calculate all the TS parameters by fitting a 
simulated impedance curve (red) in the chosen frequency range. In this case we get a very good fit 
around Fs, which is important for getting accurate TS parameters.  
 
Qts is calculated as 0.37 with Fs= 30.2Hz, but we also get the sensitivity SPL= 88.76 dB/2.83V. 
We must accept a large variation in Qts, because it depends strongly on Fs. Therefore FINELab QC 
also calculates the ratios Fs/Qts=82.41 and BL2/Re=40.32. These ratios are more important for 
controlling the bass response than Qts and Fs and other parameters.  
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4.10 Typical Test Setup Procedure 
 
In this chapter I will summarise the necessary steps in a typical test setup: 

 
1. Log in as Engineer 
2. Select a test specification as close as possible to the kind of speaker you want to test. 
3. Select “New Based On” and input a name for the test 
4. Specify a suitable amplifier Output Level (Vrms). Choose a level so the driver will move close 

to half of Xmax for woofers and around 1W or less for tweeters. 
5. Press “Measure” to do the first sweep test with Input Attenuation set to: None 
6. If you see the red “Overload” light, then select one step lower Input Attenuation and “Measure” 

again. Repeat until there is no overload 
7. Press “Set Test Window” to enter the Time Domain Window  

a. Check that the large pulse is close to 0mS. That is normally done by the “Auto Delay”. If 
not adjust the “Initial Delay”. (Auto Delay is by default 5%. This can be changed in 
Admin. A higher number will prevent FINELab from trigging on noise)  

b. The dashed curve is the acoustic phase response which will show less variation when 
the large pulse is close to 0mS 

c. Input a suitable number of samples in: (Cos Window Out / End (samples)) 
i. If you are using an anechoic room or really well damped box use ~10-20mS 
ii. If you are using a normal room or standard test box use ~3-10mS 
iii. If you are measuring in the near field you may use the full 200mS. 

d. The idea is to choose a window which will pass the decaying pulse, but avoid the 
reflections which are arriving later (see for example Fig. 13) 

e. The window may extend to include some reflections in the end, because the cosine 
window will attenuate much towards the end 

8. Select “Set Bands” 
9. Choose a suitable SPL tolerance limit standard 

a. Modify the tolerances and bands if you know how much you need  
b. If you do not know how much to change the limits, then use the standard one and check 

the response statistics before considering changes to the limits 
10. Press “Z mode” to enter the Impedance window 
11. Press “Measure” to do a first impedance sweep test 
12. Use the up/down arrow buttons to scale the impedance curve as necessary 
13. You do not need to press “Set Window” to enter the Time Domain Window, but you can. 
14. Select “Set Bands” if you want to choose standard limits, OR 
15. Click and drag the white squares to suitable production limits. 
16. Press “Save” when you are satisfied with the limits 
17. You should now run the test file you have created with a small number of units (Test Batch) to 

verify your settings and limits. Press “End Test” when done and the statistics Display will 
automatically appear showing all the responses with your limits. You can choose to display 
good/rejected SPL, Impedance, Sensitivity or Polarity. 

18. Select “Review Old Data” and view the Pre-Production of your Test Batch “Pre-Prod” 
19. The Pre-Prod window highlights the Golden Reference (You can de-select non-typical curves).   
20. Press “Edit that test” if you want to change the limits according to the statistical results 

 

 

 
www.loudsoft.com 

 

Agern Alle 3 – 2970 Horsholm – Denmark 
Tel: (+45) 4582 6291 - Fax (+45) 4582 7242 
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5.  LOUDSOFT MICROPHONE FL1 DATA SHEET 
 

 
 
The LOUDSOFT FL1 is a high quality microphone made in Denmark. The gold plated diaphragm and 
a double-vent protection system ensures the highest durability in production environments.  
 

 
Directional characteristics: 

Omni directional 
 

Principle of operation: 
Pressure 
 

Cartridge type: 
Pre-polarized condenser 
 

Power supply: 
48 V Phantom power 
 

Frequency range, ±2 dB: 
20 Hz – 20 kHz 
 

Sensitivity, nominal, ± 3 dB: 
6 mV/Pa; -44.5 dB re. 1 V/Pa 
 

Equivalent noise level, A-weighted: 
Typ. 26 dB(A) re. 20 µPa (max. 28 dB(A)) 
 

S/N ratio, re. 1 kHz at 1 Pa (94 dB SPL): 
68 dB(A) 
 

Total Harmonic Distortion (THD): 
<1 % up to 123 dB SPL peak 
 

Polarity:  
Inward movement of diaphragm produces 
positive going voltage on pin 2 
 
Cable drive capability: 
Up to 300 m (984 ft) 

Connector: 
3-pin XLR (Standard P48) 
 

Dynamic range: 
Typ. 97 dB 
 

Max SPL, peak before clipping: 
144 dB 
 

Output impedance: 
<40 Ohm 
 
Polar Pattern 

 
 
 

 

On-axis Frequency Response of LOUDSOFT microphone FL1 in free field. 
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6. Guide to QC Measuring Method  
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7. Keep built-in Soundcard for Windows 
Sounds while using FINE QC 

 
Go to Control Panel and select “Sounds and Audio Devices”. Open the 
“Audio” tab and select your standard built-in soundcard both for Sound 
Playback and Recording. This way all the standard Windows sounds will be 
played by the built-in soundcard using the PC- speakers and NOT through the 
tested speakers connected to FINELab. 
 

 
 
Finally you should check that FINELab is still correctly connected using UA-25.  
Open the “Voice” tab. Check that UA-25 is selected both for Voice Playback 
and Recording as seen in the next picture. 
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The FINELab Start Screen is shown on page 1. Without logging in all users can directly load 

Measurement Files and view Statistics from automatically saved QC test series. An example is shown 
in the next picture which is the result of a previous test series: 
 

 
Figure 1 - Statistical Result of previous QC Test Series 

 

The frequency responses of all units tested are shown in the upper window as green lines, with the 
tolerance limits shown in red. The average of all responses is shown in violet, however you can select 

to view all Pass or Fail for SPL, Impedance, Sensitivity or Polarity as you wish plus getting the test 
yield for each. 

 
The middle window shows the same responses as above, but now plotted relative to the reference 
(blue). For example a change in sensitivity is very easy to see this way. 

 

The Impedance with limits is plotted in the lower window. The average of all responses is shown as 
the violet curve and the reference as the blue response. 
 

QC Testing 
This time I log in as an engineer with my own password and select “2,5in_Fullrange2” and “Run that 

Test”. The following screen appears: 
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Figure 2 - FINELab Test Details 

 

After filling in the Batch number and customer name this series will start with #1 and automatically 

count up as you test. If you enter the last tested number instead, FINELab will count up from that. 
 

 
Figure 3 - FINELab Test Display: SPL FAIL at 3.5 kHz 

 

As a good rule I will start by testing my reference driver by pressing “Single/Re-Test”, which ensures 
that this initial reference test will not be saved in the test series. (I can accept small sensitivity 
changes of the measured reference driver response if caused by a change in environment 

temperature). 

 
I start the test by pressing  
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The first driver is now tested with a fast sine sweep. In this case the speed was chosen to be 2.5 

seconds, so the tester can listen for distortion and Rub & Buzz while testing. The measured response 
is shown in the upper window as a green curve, with the response limits in red. 
 

If the measured response is exceeding the limits, the colour changes to yellow and SPL: FAIL is 

reported in the right centre window. The large centre window is showing the measured response 
compared to the reference driver. Here it is much easier to see when the response is outside the 

limits, see the example in Fig. 3. 

 

The sensitivity can be defined as an average over a frequency range, in this case 95.1dB (700-
1200Hz). The impedance is measured with the same sweep. That saves time and ensures that the 

level and resonance Fs is the same as in the frequency response. (A too low current may show Fs 

much higher). The polarity is also checked and reported OK. 
 
The next line is (Limits-) Compensation: This is a kind of Sensitivity Controlled Floating Limits. When 

the response is measured it is allowed to move within the limits as determined by the sensitivity 

tolerance. Finally the actual yield of the test is calculated.  
 
As soon as End Test is pressed the Statistics of the series is displayed and the user can view rejects 

etc (see page 3). 
 

Golden Average Driver / Preproduction 
 

 
Figure 4 -Golden Average Driver Auto Finder 
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When starting a new production, the most important is to find the unit which is closest to the 

average of the good units, so it can be used as reference. 
 
Our pilot run consists of 17 woofers for a 2-way system, which are sorted using the Preproduction 

feature, see Fig. 4. The highlighted driver response (yellow) is Serial No.8 in the table and is the best 

match to the average i.e. the Golden Average Unit.  
 

Note that driver No. 7 is deselected in the table because that response was considered non-typical 

and should not disturb the average. 

 
Should it be necessary to find a similar reference driver later, that can be found by selecting “Best 

Match to Reference”. 

 

Edit Limits 
From the statistics in Fig. 1, I can see that the rejected responses have a dip at 3.5 kHz, but actually 

it is the slope of the peak which has changed. Therefore it makes sense to adjust the limits to allow 

that. Select “Edit that test” from the menu (Fig. 5): 
 

 

 

 
Figure 5 - Menu 
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Figure 6 - Edit Limits & Sensitivity Band 

 
The limits are broken up in ranges separated by white square points. These can be selected and 
changed individually by clicking with the mouse or by using the up/down arrows for the points. In 

Fig. 6 I have selected point #10 (shown in magenta when selected) and I can either just drag and 
move the point, or use the upper and lower fields (Red) to change the frequency and dB deviation 

from the reference. 
 

In order to allow for the moved peak I have lowered the frequency of point #10 to 3 kHz (2966 Hz 
magenta) and increased the lower limits to 4.5dB (red). After saving the setup file as 

2,5in_Fullrange3.fts I want to test the batch again and view the statistics, Fig. 7: 
 
This time all responses are within the limits and all units passed. While the difference in the lower 

window seems large, the upper window shows the lower peak being close to the frequency of the 

peak of the reference. 
 
Note that the screen Fig. 6 is also where I have specified the sensitivity range from 700-1200 Hz 

(Blue fields), where the sensitivity is calculated as the average with a +/- 1.5dB tolerance as 

specified in the two lower fields (Blue). The radio button “Compensate” is also activated, meaning 
that the tolerance limits are allowed to move up and down with the same tolerance. This is the most 
realistic way to test the frequency response limits; for example a driver with +1dB sensitivity should 

be tested with the limits offset by +1dB. 
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The output drive level from the built-in amplifier is here set to 2Vrms, which is producing a 

reasonably high SPL without overloading this 2.5 inch full range speaker. Fig. 6 shows overload (Red) 
and the attenuator should be set one step lower. 
 

 
Figure 7 – SPL Statistics with adjusted limits 

 

Measurement 
In this chapter I will show how an entire test setup is created. I select “New” from the menu and get 

the following window (Fig. 8), where I first specify the File name: 

 
 

 

 
Figure 8 – Full-range SPL Template 
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I have selected the “Full-range” standard (Template) from the drop-down menu, which contains 

generic standard templates for the most used speakers. The 2.5second sweep time is slow enough 
for the tester to listen for bad sounding drivers during normal testing. However the best is to find the 
Rub & Buzz using the new FINEBuzz feature, which can be set in “Edit QC Test”. 

 

The limits can be specified in up to 8 bands; in this case the standard template is using 7 bands with 
+/-2dB from 100-1000 Hz, which is the stable mid-band region before break-up. The standard limits 

“Window” or “Mask” is opening up towards low and high frequencies, where we expect more 

deviation due to shifts in resonance frequency Fs and break-up at high frequencies. The user can 

change the limits any time if needed. 
 

 

 
Figure 9 – Full-range Impedance Template 

 
 

After accepting the SPL limits the Impedance Template appears Fig. 9, with just one range specified 
from 50 to 10,000 Hz. The deviation is here defined as a ratio because we are measuring impedance. 

The max and min ratios are 1.2 (20%) and 0.8 (80%) which I choose to use for now. I may later 
need to open the limits to allow for variation of Fs. 

 
Now I measure the speaker by clicking the “Measure” button. After the sine sweep is played the next 
button down is “Set Window”, which brings up the Time Domain window Fig. 10: 

 

The impulse response is shown in the upper half and the windowed frequency response below. Most 
of the buttons in the upper half are automatically providing scaling of the impulse response. The time 
before the impulse is arriving is called the “Flying Time”, which is the travel time (in air) from the 

speaker cone and until it reaches the microphone. The “Auto delay” button will find this time 

automatically and is on by default. 
 
 

Note:  
If you move the microphone closer to the speaker after saving the Setup file (*.fts), you may miss 
the initial impulse and the frequency response will look “strange”. If you know that the microphone 
could move say 1cm closer, you should reduce the Initial Delay setting by 2 (1 gives appr.0.7cm).  
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Therefore I only need to care about the end of the impulse, which is indicated in the lower right 

field: I have chosen 1000 samples or 20.8mS corresponding to 50Hz (using the 1/f ratio) using a 
cosine/Hann window (Cos window Out). 20.8mS is a long time, but is useable in this case because a 
large well damped test box was used with the microphone at ~20cm distance, which can be 

calculated from the initial delay of 562.5uS, giving the actual distance of 19.3cm. 

 
The final windowed frequency response is useable from about 50Hz, showing good response from 

150 Hz and almost up to 20 kHz. The acoustic phase response is shown as the dashed line and is 

well behaved and close to minimum phase. 

 

 
Figure 10 - Time Window settings 

 

 
After OK the Z Mode button is pressed to enter the impedance limits screen Fig. 11. First I pressed 

“Measure” to make sure the measured curve is the actual impedance. 
 
I have chosen to modify the pre-defined limits of +/-20% around the Fs impedance peak to allow for 

a natural variation in production. That was done the easy way by simply clicking the white squares 

and dragging the limits with the mouse. Note that the limits are automatically updated in both 
windows when dragging. 

 

Since the impedance measurement is purely electrical, the range and time window is already defined 

when the “Auto delay” is active.  So there is no need to open the “Set Window”. When the limits are 
OK click Save.  
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Figure 11 – Impedance Limits, adjusted 

 
 
In this window the engineer can also add a note, which will be displayed for the tester. A typical note 

is shown in Fig.11:  
 

[NB! This driver must be tested in cabinet) 
 

Test in a Normal room 
Fig. 12 shows the response of a satellite speaker tested at 1m in a normal room with the microphone 
in line with the tweeter, which is the normal listening axis. The tweeter of the speaker was about 
82cm above the floor. Note that the low end response is limited around 300Hz. This is unfortunately 

not the true response, but the result of a poor measurement. 
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Figure 12 - Satellite Speaker tested in Normal Room at 1m 

 
The Time domain impulse response of the satellite is shown in Fig. 14. The main impulse is arriving 
after approximately 3mS corresponding to 1m (the speed of sound is ~343m/s or 0.343m/mS).  

 
However you can see another strong impulse arriving already about 2.5ms after the main impulse. 

That is the reflection from the floor, which is only 82cm below the speaker and microphone, Fig. 13. 
 

 
Figure 13 - Satellite close to floor, Red is Reflection 
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Figure 14 - Time Response of Satellite at 1m microphone distance and 82cm above floor 

 
 

The short time between the two impulses is the reason for the poor low frequency response (Fig. 14) 

Using the 1/f ratio the 2.5ms will only allow 400 Hz as the lowest frequency. Since we are using a 
cosine window we may extend that to 2.7-3mS, but that does not really help.  

 

Fig. 13 is illustrating the problem where the reflection from the floor is too close to the main signal, 
because there is little difference between the direct distance (green arrow) and the reflection path 
(red arrows). We can do two things to improve that: Move the microphone closer to the speaker 

and/or move both speaker and microphone further away from the floor (or other surfaces). 
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Figure 15 - Satellite and microphone moved up to 154cm above floor, microphone distance 0.5m 

 
 

I have done both in Fig. 15, by moving both the microphone and speaker up to 154cm from the floor 

and because the speaker is quite small it is safe to adjust the microphone distance to 0.5m (the 
distance to the other walls and ceiling is equal to or larger than 154cm). This time we get the 

reflections much later and can use a window of 10.4ms. Therefore we get the real low frequency 

response of the satellite, starting from approximately 150 Hz. 
 

Subwoofer in NearField 
The final example is an 8 inch subwoofer which I choose to measure without any baffle or cabinet, 
using the NearField Measurement method with the microphone very close to the cone. This method 

is quite powerful and will show the full low end response as if the driver was placed in a very large 
baffle (~infinite baffle). The only drawback is that the response is only valid at low frequencies 

(below break-up). The -1dB limit is around 500 Hz for an 8 inch woofer so the LF response and 
sensitivity can be measured well, and the subwoofer roll off can be estimated. 

 
The time domain response is shown as Fig. 16, and no reflections are observed. In fact I have used 
the default 200ms to enable measurement down below 20Hz. The final test screen for the 8 inch 

subwoofer is shown in Fig. 17. The limits are tight from 100-500 Hz which is the piston range before 

break-up. The sensitivity is measured as an average from 100-400Hz. 
 

FINELab QC 2 has a Subwoofer2.5s-5k.fts setup file, which is limited to 5k and has FINEBuzz 

enabled. This setup is recommended for subwoofer near-field testing. 
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Figure 16 - 8 inch Woofer measured in NearField 

 

 
Figure 17 - 8 inch Subwoofer Test in NearField 
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FINEBuzz – Rub & Buzz Detection 
On the production line it is necessary to check all units for bad sound. The frequency response and 
impedance of a driver or system may well be within limits but can unfortunately still sound bad, for 

example due to a rubbing voice coil or a rattle from the cabinet.  
 

The new FINEBuzz detection method is based on the latest Danish research on hearing mechanisms, 
and uses a completely new algorithm to find the annoying sounds, which cannot be detected with 
conventional methods like THD, high harmonics or IM distortion. The new method is extremely 

sensitive and can detect even the smallest buzzing tinsel in a tweeter. 

 
After selecting a woofer setup to 5 kHz and measuring the response of a good woofer with 
acceptable rub and buzz, I press the button “Setup R&B Test” to bring up the following screen, 

Fig.18: 

 

 
Figure 18 - FINEBuzz Setup Screen 

 

The rub and buzz is normally concentrated at low frequencies where the driver excursion is high. 
These annoying sounds, contains high harmonics where the ear is most sensitive, especially around 

1- 3 kHz. FINEBuzz has a sweeping filter to pick up the rub and buzz, which should be set to a ratio 
between 5 -10 (5-10x test frequency). In this example I will test a 6.5inch woofer and use the 
default ratio of 8 (8-12 is recommended for woofers and 5-8 is good for tweeters). 

 

In this case I have set the white limit line only 5 dB over the acceptable rub and buzz +noise level 
(blue columns) where the default is 10 dB. (See also the note below). 

 

The display range was set to 5000 Hz, but the “Recalculate” button will adjust all to fit the test 

resolution etc. After OK and Save, it is time to start testing. 
 

 

 
Note: Setting the FINEBuzz limit less than 10 dB requires very silent test conditions! Use a separate 
test chamber and avoid noise sources like air guns, fans and bumping carts and pallets. 
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Fig. 19 shows a woofer which failed due to a rubbing voice coil, indicated by the red columns where 
the rub and buzz is above the white maximum line. 
 

 

 
Figure 19 – 6.5inch Woofer with rubbing Voice Coil found with FINEBuzz 

 
 

It is possible to test Rub & Buzz in 1 second, but I recommend using the longer 2.5s setup, because 
a fast sweep may not contain enough energy to find very small resonances. In the above example, I 

used the 20-5kHz sweep, which further concentrates the energy in this band. 
 
Likewise the tweeter2.5s_200-20k setup is ideal for finding small resonances like buzzing tinsels in 

tweeters. Fig. 20 shows a tweeter with very subtle buzzing tinsel at 900Hz. 

 

 
Figur 20 - Tweeter with very subtle buzzing tinsel at 900Hz 
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Thiele / Small (TS) Parameters 
Finally I want to measure the TS parameters of a 10 inch subwoofer. Pressing “Edit TS Test” from a 
previously defined QC Test will show the screen in Fig 21: 

 

 
Figure 21 - TS Parameters of 10inch Subwoofer 

 
First I need to input the cone area Sd and Re. I choose to input the effective diameter of 20.7cm 

(centre of surround) and Sd will automatically be calculated. FINELab QC can estimate Re from the 
impedance curve, but in order to get the best accuracy I have measured Re=3.04 ohms with a 
precise Multimeter (DVM). That value is fixed by lock [v]. Now I press “Measure” to get the 

impedance curve (green). 

 
I could choose the standard Added Mass or Added Box method, but the Fixed Mass option is much 
more accurate. However I must cut a typical woofer, so I can weigh the cone + Voice Coil + half 

surround + half spider (including dust cap and glue etc.). This mass (Md) is entered as Diaphragm 

Mass which causes the air load mass (Mair) to be calculated, Md + Mair=Mms. 
 

When the “Calculate” button is pressed, FINELab will calculate all the TS parameters by fitting a 

simulated impedance curve (red) in the chosen frequency range. In this case we get a very good fit 

around Fs, which is important for getting accurate TS parameters.  
 

Qts is calculated as 0.37 with Fs= 30.2Hz, but we also get the sensitivity SPL= 88.76 dB/2.83V. 

We must accept a large variation in Qts, because it depends strongly on Fs. Therefore FINELab QC 
also calculates the ratios Fs/Qts=82.41 and BL2/Re=40.32. These ratios are more important for 
controlling the bass response than Qts and Fs and other parameters.  
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Typical Test Setup Procedure 
In this chapter I will summarise the necessary steps in a typical test setup: 

 

1. Log in as Engineer 
2. Select a test specification as close as possible to the kind of speaker you want to test. 
3. Select “New Based On” and input a name for the test 

4. Specify a suitable amplifier Output Level (Vrms). Choose a level so the driver will move close 

to half of Xmax for woofers and around 1W or less for tweeters. 
5. Press “Measure” to do the first sweep test with Input Attenuation set to: None 

6. If you see the red “Overload” light, then select one step lower Input Attenuation and 

“Measure” again. Repeat until there is no overload 

7. Press “Set Test Window” to enter the Time Domain Window  
a. Check that the large pulse is close to 0mS. That is normally done by the “Auto Delay”. 

If not adjust the “Initial Delay”. (Auto Delay is by default 5%. This can be changed in 

Admin. A higher number will prevent FINELab from trigging on noise)  
b. The dashed curve is the acoustic phase response which will show less variation when 

the large pulse is close to 0mS 
c. Input a suitable number of samples in: (Cos Window Out / End (samples)) 

i. If you are using an anechoic room or really well damped box use ~10-20mS 
ii. If you are using a normal room or standard test box use ~3-10mS 

iii. If you are measuring in the near field you may use the full 200mS. 
d. The idea is to choose a window which will pass the decaying pulse, but avoid the 

reflections which are arriving later (see for example Fig. 13) 

e. The window may extend to include some reflections in the end, because the cosine 

window will attenuate much towards the end 
8. Select “Set Bands” 

9. Choose a suitable SPL tolerance limit standard 

a. Modify the tolerances and bands if you know how much you need  

b. If you do not know how much to change the limits, then use the standard one and 
check the response statistics before considering changes to the limits 

10. Press “Z mode” to enter the Impedance window 

11. Press “Measure” to do a first impedance sweep test 
12. Use the up/down arrow buttons to scale the impedance curve as necessary 
13. You do not need to press “Set Window” to enter the Time Domain Window, but you can. 

14. Select “Set Bands” if you want to choose standard limits, OR 
15. Click and drag the white squares to suitable production limits. 

16. Press “Save” when you are satisfied with the limits 
17. You should now run the test file you have created with a small number of units (Test Batch) 

to verify your settings and limits. Press “End Test” when done and the statistics Display will 
automatically appear showing all the responses with your limits. You can choose to display 

good/rejected SPL, Impedance, Sensitivity or Polarity. 
18. Select “Review Old Data” and view the Pre-Production of your Test Batch “Pre-Prod” 
19. The Pre-Prod window highlights the Golden Reference (You can de-select non-typical curves).   

20. Press “Edit that test” if you want to change the limits according to the statistical results 

 

Peter Larsen 

 
www.loudsoft.com 

 

Agern Alle 3 – 2970 Horsholm – Denmark 

Tel: (+45) 4582 6291 - Fax (+45) 4582 7242 
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Acoustic Measuring System 

                       
 Up-to-date Replacement for LMS and MLSSA 
 Multiple curves 16 + 16 + ? (depending on memory) 
 Same calibrated sine wave level for both SPL and Impedance 
 THD and 2nd to 9th harmonic distortion 
 Precise Thiele/Small Parameters at correct drive level 
 SPL + Phase / Imp + Phase in one measurement file 
 Windows 7 – 64 bit compatible 
 Preview & Drag & drop files from/to Klippel / LMS / VACS / MLSSA etc. 
 FINE Hardware (USB) with built-in 25W Power Amplifier 
 Fast measurements < 1 sec 
 Measures also USB devices: 

o USB Headphones 
o USB Radios 
o USB Speakers 
o USB output level in % FSD 

 Works with FINE QC™ End of Line Testing: 
o SPL & Sensitivity with individual tolerances 
o Automatic “Golden Average” 
o Advanced Rub & Buzz : FINEBuzz 
o Running Average and Statistics 
o File-sharing with FINE QC / R+D and other LOUDSOFT programs 

 FINE R+D and FINE QC are both developed by experienced engineers 
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Overview 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

                

  
Figure 1 - FINE R+D Main Screen 
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HOW TO GET STARTED 
1. First install the FINE R+D software as ADMINISTRATOR from the CD without 

hardware connected. You must install for ALL users. 
 

2. Then you will be asked to install the ASIO4ALL driver, which is needed to work with 
the FINE hardware. (The driver Is also available as download from 
http://www.asio4all.com/) 

 

 
 

3. Then connect the power supply to the hardware box 
 

4. Connect the hardware box to the computer with the USB cable 
 

5. Start FINE R+D  
 
Select your hardware first! 
 

First you need to specify which hardware you are using: 

Go to properties  (View/Toolbars and Docking Windows/Properties) and select the 
hardware you are using: 
 

 

http://www.asio4all.com/
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Verify Driver Settings 
 

Open the acquisition window and verify that ASIO driver is selected. Then make sure that 
the ASIO4ALL driver is selected in the drop-down box. Right click the acquisition window 
to select either docking or floating. Docking will show always as a part of the screen. 
 
 

 
 

 

 
Then press the [ASIO Settings] tab and the [ASIO Control Panel] button to open the 
ASIO4ALL window. Here are listed the current sound drivers.  
 
Click on the left buttons until you get ONLY the USB Audio Codec highlighted as shown: 
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Then Do Calibration (ASIO recommended) 
 
Before you can measure with high accuracy we strongly recommend performing the ASIO 
system calibration below. This is valid for the FINE Hardware and FINELab (hardware) as 
well as soundcards with ASIO drivers. 
 
Open the acquisition window  and select “Use ASIO”. Check that the chosen ASIO 
driver is active. 
 
Select Tools/Calibration – ASIO to perform accurate system calibration using the precise 
ASIO drivers (When you use the WDM Windows drivers, select that calibration instead) 
 

 
Figure 2 - Output calibration 

 
 
Connect a true RMS voltmeter to the output and click the [Test] button. A short 1 kHz sine 
wave is played at the speaker output. Enter the measured value (here 1.255Vrms) in the 
blank field and click [Set Cal.] 
 
This will calibrate the output to 1.00 Vrms. (press Test again if you want to verify). 
 
 
Press [Next] 
 
Connect a special loopback cable from output to microphone input. Press [Measure] and 
measure the total loopback response as a green response curve. When you press [Apply] 
this curve will be used to calibrate and equalize the total system. 
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Figure 3 - Loopback response calibration 

 
Press [Next]. Connect a precise known power resistor to the output. The value should be 
around 4 ohms. If you normally measure high impedance devices you can choose a higher 
value. 

 

 
Figure 4 - Impedance Loopback calibration 
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Enter the resistor value in the upper field [    ] and press [Measure]. (Do not enter anything 
in the lower field [   ], that is done automatically). When you press [Apply] this curve will be 
used to calibrate and equalize the system for impedance 

 
Press [Next] 
 
Connect a microphone calibrator if available and press [Measure]. The measured 
microphone calibration is shown as dB re 1V/Pa. Press [Apply] to calibrate the system for 
correct SPL measurements using this microphone. 
 
Alternatively you can enter the microphone calibration data from the calibration sheet, 
which for example is supplied with the LOUDSOFT FL1 microphone. 
 
The full system calibration is now done and the settings have been saved for future use. 
You may perform this calibration again when needed. 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5 - Microphone calibration 
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Frequency Response / SPL Measurement 
 
This chapter is a tutorial how to measure a normal loudspeaker with FINE R+D. If you 
have not yet done calibration, please do this first (go to page 4). 
 
Select “New” from the menu, or open another worksheet to add measurements. 
 
 

 
Figure 6 - View/Toolbars/Acquisition 

 
Acquisition is where you define output and input levels. See View/Toolbars and Docking 
Windows to set which windows are active. Under the tab “ASIO Settings” you may set the 
output voltage to 2.83V (industry standard), or set the voltage you need. 
 
 

 
Figure 7 - Acquisition window: Set Output 

 
 
When you measure you may get a warning that the input level is too high. In that case you 
need to bring down the input level using the attenuator in 10 dB steps. 
 
 

 
Figure 8 - Open SPL window 
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For the first measurement you should open the SPL window to set the FFT window to 
exclude any reflections and smoothing etc: (You can then use the button  to 
measure all following curves with this setting) 
 
 

 
Figure 9 - Initial SPL Window - Set FFT time window for later measurements 

 
 
Now measure the speaker by clicking the (upper) [Measure] button in the SPL window. 
The upper part will normally display the large pulse at left thanks to the Auto Delay.  
 
The Time domain impulse response measured 1m from a typical satellite speaker is 
shown in Fig. 11. The time axis is automatically set to 0 at the start of the main impulse. 
(This arrived after ~3ms, corresponding to 1m (The speed of sound is ~343m/s or 
34.3cm/ms ~1ft/ms).  
 
All you need here is to set a value for the “Cosine Window Out / End”, ideally to exclude all 
reflections in the time domain. 
 
When using 1300 samples / 27ms the response is valid down to 40 Hz (indicated by the 
red field). However that gives a very ragged frequency response because we have 
included all the reflections in the room (Fig. 11). So we need a much smaller window to 
exclude also the first reflection at ~2.5ms. 
 
Next is shown (Fig. 12) the response using a 2.7ms window, which this time excludes all 
the reflections. The curve is now nice and smooth, but the red field indicates that the curve 
is only valid above ~400 Hz. 
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Figure 10 - Satellite response using short 2.7ms window. Only valid from ~400 Hz 

 
 
Using this short (2.7ms) time window until the first reflection unfortunately gives poor low 
frequency response, because the 1/f ratio using 2.7ms will only allow ~400 Hz as the 
lowest frequency (indicated by the red field). The impulse at 2.7ms is the reflection from 
the floor, which in this example was only 82cm below the speaker and microphone, see 
Fig. 13.  
 
Click [Save (F) to Current Block)] to transfer the response to the current response main 
window using the chosen window settings and smoothing if selected. 
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Figure 11 - Satellite close to floor, Red is Reflection 

 
 
Fig. 13 is illustrating the problem where the reflection from the floor is too close to the main 
signal, because there is little difference between the direct distance (green arrow) and the 
reflection path (red arrows). We can do two things to improve this: Move the microphone 
closer to the speaker and/or move both speaker and microphone further away from the 
floor (and other surfaces). 
 
 

 
Figure 12 - Satellite Speaker measured at 1m and 0.5m/away from walls (Green curve #4) 
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Both have been done for the green curve no. 4 (Fig. 15), by moving both the microphone 
and speaker up to 154cm from the floor and adjusting the microphone distance to 0.5m. 
This time we get the reflections much later and can use a window of 10.4ms. Therefore we 
can measure the real low frequency response of the satellite, starting from approximately 
150 Hz. 
 
Note the dashed line in the SPL window is the acoustical phase response of the 
corresponding SPL/ frequency responses. All FINE R+D measurements are full resolution 
responses with phase, but the phase is here only selected for curve no.4 
 
As soon as you have found a satisfying SPL window  and suitable microphone distance 
plus speaker placement in the room you can continue to measure only by clicking the 

 button, and you will every time get a new curve in another color. You will be 
prompted for inserting a comment for each curve.  
 
This way of saving measurements is called frequency NPPO (green) 
 
 
 
Note: You can also save the raw (Time-) measurements in the SPL window using the 
white button [Save (T) to the current Block] Fig. 14. This will save the raw (un-
windowed) response and show it in the main display. Despite it looks ragged it may 
later be used for calculation of distortion and waterfall. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 13 - Time / frequency (NPPO) Save in SPL window 
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Room Response Measurements 
In case you want to measure how the loud speaker actually sounds in your room, you 
should include all the reflections, by using the maximum Window/End. 
 
The next example is a measurement of a very good Hi-Fi loudspeaker measured in a good 
listening room. The first (brown) curve was measured in the listening position on axis with 
the tweeter. Note that the curve was 1/3 octave smoothed by selecting 1/3Oct in the SPL 
window.  
 
This response is well behaved above 1000 Hz, while the low frequency peaks and dips are 
caused by the standing waves in the room, Fig. 16. 
 
In stead of the 1/3 octave smoothing you can also select ½ octave or even 1/1 octave 
smoothing. 1/1 octave smoothing will not show the room modes, but only indicate the 
general sound balance in the room. 
 
The other (red) curve was measured after the loudspeaker was moved to another position 
in the room. Some of the low frequency peaks are now less dominating, indicating that 
these standing waves are less excited in the room.  
 
These two examples are well behaved room responses; however in many cases you will 
see much more variation in the low frequency range. FINE R+D is extremely useful for 
adjusting your (room-) EQ and/or finding the best loudspeaker position in the room. Also 
furniture positions and damping material can be optimised this way. 
 
 

 
Figure 14 - Room responses measured far from loudspeaker 
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Impedance Measurement 
Measuring loudspeaker impedance is done simply by clicking the right button  
Since the impedance measurement is purely electrical, the range and time window is 
already defined and set with the Auto delay. There is normally no need to open the 
impedance window (Z view) since the “Cosine Window Out/End” should be using the max 
(9600) always. 
 
Impedances down to 2 ohms can be measured well, if the max power of 25W is not exceeded. 
Lower impedances are also possible at low power. 
 
The measured impedance may later be used to calculate the TS Parameters (Thiele/Small 
Parameters). If the Added Mass or Added Volume option is used you need to measure an 
additional impedance curve with the added mass/Volume. These two curves should then be 
transferred to the TS window. (See later page 16). 
 
Please see Fig.18, showing two impedance curves in the lower part of the main screen. 
Here is used the combined (SPL +Imp) display with the *button depressed Fig. 17. 
The impedance curves can be scaled independently of the SPL curves with the up/down 
arrows on the right side. 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 15 – Combined SPL+ Imp (Z) display selected [*] 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 16 - Main Display with both SPL and Impedance 
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Thiele/Small Parameter Measurements 
In this chapter I want to measure the TS parameters of an 8 inch subwoofer. Press the TS 
Parameter button  
 
First I need to input the cone area Sd and Re Fig. 19. I choose to input the effective 
diameter of 17cm (half of surround) and Sd will automatically be calculated. FINE R+D can 
estimate Re (DCR) from the impedance curve, but in order to get the best accuracy I have 
measured Re=3.2 ohms with a precise Multimeter (DVM). That value is fixed by lock [v].  
 
Now you can choose a measured impedance curve if not already present from the last 
measurement. There are two ways to select an already measured impedance curve:  
(1) Either press [block] and find the curve in the table, or (2) drag the curve from the main 
display by holding down the left mouse button and drop it over the [Drop] field.  
The Fixed Mass option is the most accurate method. However this requires that you know 
the total moving mass of cone + Voice Coil + half surround + half spider (including dust 
cap and glue etc.) = Fixed Mass Md. If you know this mass (from the datasheet) you 
should enter that, which causes the air load mass (Mair) to be calculated, Md + Mair=Mms. 
 
When the “Calculate” button is pressed, FINE R+D will calculate all the TS parameters by 
fitting a simulated impedance curve (blue) in the chosen frequency range. In this case we 
get a very good fit around Fs, which is important for getting accurate TS parameters.  
 
If none of the masses are known you can choose the standard Added Mass or Added Box 
methods, which both require you to make a second impedance measurement. In those 
cases we end up with a total of 4 curves, 2 measured and 2 fitted. 
 
If the curve fitting is bad, you should set [x] in the Reset box, causing a restart of fitting. 

 
Figure 17 – TS Parameter window with accurate curve fitting 
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THD and Harmonic Distortion 
 

 
 

In order to calculate distortion you need the raw time (T) data. If you have not yet 
measured that go to the SPL window and make a new measurement, and then save it 
using the white button [Save (T) to the current Block] or drag it to the distortion window. 
 
Now open the distortion window and select the measurement(s) having the raw time (T-) 
response saved. Press [From block] or drag the Time response to the [drop] field. The 
saved time blocks have a white vertical stripe after the curve number. (Frequency NPPO 
files have a green stripe) 
 

 
Figure 18 - Select raw (T) time data for distortion calculation 

 
 
Click [Calculate from SPL Chirp] to get the THD and 2nd-9th harmonics calculated and 
displayed in % (x1-x10) for a 2.5in full range, see Fig. 21. The red fill at left is invalid data. 
 

 
Figure 19 - THD and 2nd-9th harmonic Distortion x10 for 2.5in full range 
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Fig 22 gives the THD and 2nd-9th harmonics for the same 2.5, but now as responses in dB. 
The fundamental is also shown in blue. 
 

 

 
Figure 20 - THD and 2nd-9th harmonics for the same 2.5, but now as responses in dB 
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Waterfall (Cumulative Decay Spectrum) 

 

 
Figure 21 - Example of Waterfall from a woofer with Time Curtain @ 1.167 mS 

 

The raw time data further gives the possibility to view the decay of a measured response 
as a waterfall called Cumulative Decay spectrum. Thereby resonances will show clearly as 
ridges parallel to the time axis, while reflections will show as dips and peaks in the time 
direction in the 3D display. 
 
The special Time Curtain may be used to see the individual time slices as shown in Fig. 
21, where the Time Curtain is set at 1.167 mS. Use the lower right screen to control the 
Time Curtain, however you can also just roll the mouse wheel to change the position. 
 
Press [From block] or drag the Time response you want to see as waterfall to the [drop] 
field like in the distortion window. The saved time blocks have a white vertical stripe after 
the curve number. (Frequency NPPO files have a green stripe).  
 
Press [Calculate] and the waterfall will then be calculated using default settings. When you 
change settings the waterfall curve will turn grey to indicate that a recalculation is needed. 
There are several settings for the display like Isometric + shear View and Perspective 
View. In all cases you can rotate and move the curve by holding and dragging with the left 
mouse button 
 
The default resolution is 1/12 octave. Press High Res. [  ] to show the Waterfall in the full 
1/48 octave resolution. 
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Figure 22 - Select Raw Time Data from Block 

 

 
Figure 23 - Waterfall of well-behaved Tweeter in High Resolution (1/48 Oct) View Mode  

 

 
Fig. 23 shows the waterfall of a good tweeter using the default Isometric display in High 
Resolution 1/48 Oct. mode. The time Range is this time set to max 2mS, and the displayed 
waterfall shows that the response has dropped below the floor after approximately 1mS. 
The step size between slices is set to 2, so the automatic settings indicate there will be 48 
slices in the waterfall. 
 
Fig. 24 explains how to set the Display settings. The high resolution 1/48 Oct. mode is very 
detailed and may take some CPU time to calculate. Be sure to set the (Cosine) Window 
End to exclude the unwanted reflections like you have done when measuring the SPL 
response. 
 
Fig. 25 shows the setup of the waterfall slices and Time Curtain. The max Time is 
automatically taken from the Time Range (see Fig. 24) so you only have to specify the 
step (slice) size, which has to be an integer number. The step size is calculated in the right 
column, and the number of steps is automatically calculated to fill the available display. 
 
Below you find the setting of the special Time Curtain. Moving the lower slider with the left 
mouse button will move the Time Curtain in the main display, while highlighting the current 
response, which is also shown in the small display. Alternatively you may move the Time 
Curtain with the + / - buttons. 
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Figure 24 - Waterfall Display settings 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 25 - Slices and Curtain settings 

 
 
 
 

Select View Mode and Zoom with these buttons 
 
 
 
 
Select 1/48 Oct. High resolution Display (Slower) 
 
 
Set min. and max display frequency 
 
Set Time Range 
 
 
Choose SPL range 
 
 
 
Set (Cosine-) Window End. Normally use same 
setting as for frequency measurement (To avoid 
reflections from room) 

 
Most of these settings are automatic. You only 
have to select the step size (size of Time slice) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
The slider below the small picture is used to set 
the Time Curtain, which will highlight a certain 
Time slice in the main display. The slice is also 
shown here in the small picture 
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Stimulus 
 

 
 

Here you can set the used sweep range. It is recommended to start min ½ octave lower 
than needed. For ASIO use max. =23kHz with 48kHz sampling.  For WDM max freq is 21 
kHz. The sweep time can be set from 0.1 to 2.5 sec, but below 0.5 sec is not 
recommended. 
 

 
Figure 26 - Stimulus settings 

 

 

 

 

Import/Export of SPL and Imp to FINE X- over and other 
FINE R+D is a unique tool for measuring loudspeaker responses, which may be exported 
in the standard Loudsoft format *.lab or text format, for example to the acclaimed software 
FINE X-over (www.loudsoft.com). FINE R+D will export the responses with phase, which is 
necessary for getting precise cross-over designs, that measure exactly as simulated. The 
SPL and Impedance can also be imported or exported in standard *.txt formats for most 
other software, like Klippel, VACS, LMS and MLSSA, see Fig 25. 
 

 
Figure 27 - SPL and Impedance export from FINE R+D 
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Figure 28 - File (Import) Preview of FRQ, TXT, Lab FSIM etc. responses 
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Figure 29 - 3-way crossover optimised in FINE X-over using SPL and Imp from FINE R+D 

 
The example above (Fig.26) shows a 3-way cross-over designed in FINE X-over. The SPL 
responses and impedance were imported with phase directly from FINE R+D. The cross-
over was optimized while keeping the minimum impedance (here 3.2 ohms for 4 ohms 
nominal Imp.).  
 
 

Printing and Reports (PDF) 
 

 
           Figure 30 - Print Preview 
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The print command will print up to 5 pages including Main Overview, SPL and Imp 
windows, TS Parameters and Distortion. Select Print Preview (Expand down if not visible) 
to see what you print in advance, Fig. 28. 
 
PDF Reports can be made by downloading for example the free PDF writer 995 
http://www.pdf995.com/ . Then you can print 1-5 pages to this and thereby create a fine 
PDF-report (See example in documents) 
 

 
Figure 31 - Print Preview Main, SPL and Imp, TS Pars and Distortion 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

http://www.pdf995.com/
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Properties 
 

 
 

Go to properties  (View/Toolbars and Docking Windows/Properties) 
 
 

 
Figure 32 – Properties 

 

 
(The Auto Delay has a default amplitude threshold of 5% of max. If the program is 
triggered on unwanted noise spikes, you can change this setting in Properties, but only if 
you are really sure). 
 
Select the hardware you are using in Acquisition Common: (Default is FINE Hardware). 
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Windows Sound Settings / WDM drivers 
 

 

 
Figure 33 - Windows Sound Input 
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Figure 34 – Windows Sound Output  

 

 
Figure 35 – Windows  Microphone Level 
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FAQ 
 
FINE Hardware USB problems 
 
If you have USB Problems with the FINE Hardware here are some tips: 

 If the USB cable is plugged out, DO remember to switch off the power to the FINE 
hardware, and switch it on again, before you plug the USB cable in the computer 
again. Otherwise Windows might not be able to detect the ASIO USB hardware. 

 If a similar problem happens when restarting the computer, you can go through the 
following procedure to solve the problem: 

o Unplug the USB cable from the computer 
o Switch off the power to the FINE Hardware 
o Switch it on again 
o Plug in the USB cable 

 
Verify Driver Settings 
 
If you get error messages or wrong levels during measurements, you should verify that the 
correct drivers are being used and selected. Go to page 5 and perform the listed checks. 
 
You must have installed the ASIO4ALL drivers (page 4), and selected the correct 
hardware (page4). 
 
 
Peter Larsen 
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www.loudsoft.com

LOUDSOFT MICROPHONE FL1 

DATA SHEET 

The LOUDSOFT FL1 is a high quality microphone made in Denmark. The gold plated diaphragm 
and a double-vent protection system ensures the highest durability in production environments.  

Directional characteristics:
Omni directional 

Principle of operation: 
Pressure 

Cartridge type: 
Pre-polarized condenser 

Power supply: 
48 V Phantom power 

Frequency range, ±2 dB: 
20 Hz – 20 kHz 

Sensitivity, nominal, ± 3 dB: 
6 mV/Pa; -44.5 dB re. 1 V/Pa 

Equivalent noise level, A-weighted: 
Typ. 26 dB(A) re. 20 Pa (max. 28 
dB(A)) 

S/N ratio, re. 1 kHz at 1 Pa (94 dB 
SPL): 
68 dB(A) 

Total Harmonic Distortion (THD): 
<1 % up to 123 dB SPL peak 

Polarity:  
Inward movement of diaphragm 
produces positive going voltage on pin 2 

Cable drive capability: 
Up to 300 m (984 ft) 

Connector: 
3-pin XLR (Standard P48) 

Dynamic range: 
Typ. 97 dB 

Max SPL, peak before clipping: 
144 dB 

Output impedance: 
<40 Ohm 

Polar Pattern 

On-axis Frequency Response of LOUDSOFT microphone FL1 in free field.

Agern Alle 3 – 2970 Horsholm – Denmark 
Tel: (+45) 4582 6291 - Fax (+45) 4582 7242



PRICELIST (Prices in US$)        
LOUDSOFT FINE Products  

Product 
One  
Licence 

Two  
Licences 

Three  
Licences 

Four 
Licences 

Five  
Licences 

 
FINEMotor 2012 

3,900.00  6,200.00 8,500.00 10,600.00 12,200.00 

 
FINECone 2012 

5,400.00 9,200.00 13,000.00 16,800.00 19,000.00 

 
FINEBox 2012 

  1,300.00 2,200.00 3,100.00 4,000.00 4,500.00 

 
FINE X-over 2009 

1,700.00 2,800.00 4,000.00 5,200.00 6,000.00 

All 4 
Programs 

 
9,900.00 

 
17,000.00 

 
24,000.00 

 
31,000.00 

 
35,000.00 

 
 

FINE QC 2011 

 

4,300.00 

 

1,700.00 
When you have 

FINER+D 

6,800.00 

 

2,700.00 
When you have 

FINER+D 

9,200.00 

 

3,700.00 
When you have 

FINER+D 

11,600.00 

 

4,600.00 
When you have 

FINER+D 

14,000.00 

 

5,500.00 
When you have 

FINER+D 

 
FINE R+D 2011 

4,300.00 

 

1,700.00 
When you have 

FINE QC 
 

1.200.00 
extra  Hardware 

6800.00 

 

2,700.00 
When you have 

FINE QC 
 

 

9,200.00 

 

3,700.00 
When you have 

 FINE QC 
 

 

11,600.00 

 

4,600.00 
When you have 

FINE QC 
 

 

14,000.00 

 

5,500.00 
When you have 

FINE QC 
 

 

 
FL1 Microphone 

600.00 1,150.00 1,700.00 2,250.00 2,800.00 

 
 

FINESPL 
FL2 Microphone 

200.00 

 

90.00 

400.00 

 

180.00 

600.00 

 

270.00 

800.00 

 

360.00 

1,000.00 

 

450.00 

 

Upgrades:   The price for upgrades is 15% of the first license price. 
Support:  Help with the first model 
Training:   After agreement 
Net solution:  Minimum net solution is 3 licenses  
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